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SUMMARY
Fundamental considerations regarding the theory and modeling of rotary wing airloads, wakes, and aeroelasticity are
presented. The topics covered are: (a) airloads and wakes, including lifting-line theory, wake models and nonuniform inflow,
free wake geometry, and blade-vortex interaction; (b) aerodynamic and wake models for aeroelasticity, including two-
dimensional unsteady aerodynamics and dynamic inflow; and (c) alrloads and structural dynamics, including comprehensive
airload prediction programs. Results of calculations and correlations are presented.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
c I section lift coefficient
C T rotor thrust coefficient, T/p(aR)2(_'R 2)
M Mach number
R blade radius
r blade spanwise coordinate
rc tip vortex core radius
T rotor thrust
V flight speed
r bound circulation, vortex strength
# advance ratio, V/_R
p air density
o rotor solidity (ratio of blade area to disk area)
_, rotor blade azimuth angle
_l rotor rotational speed
1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this lecture is to present the fundamentals of rotary wing airloads, wakes, and aeroelasticity. It is an
exposition rather than a survey, focussing on concepts and results, for it is the implementation of these models that is
complex, not their mathematics. The results presented are from the author's experience. The identification of the principal
factors involved is general, but it is not meant to imply that this is the only way to develop the models. The topics covered are
airloads and wakes, aerodynamic and wake models for aeroelasticity, and airloads and structural dynamics. Airloads and wakes
are the principal subject. Background information and additional details can be found in references 1-9.
A helicopter rotor has low disk loading and low solidity (ratio of blade area to disk area) in order to achieve high
hover efficiency. Hence the rotary wing is characterized by high aspect-ratio rotor blades, for both aerodynamic and structural
behavior. A tbree-dimensional wing trails vorticity into the wake. For a helicopter, this vorticity is mainly in the tip
vortices, trailed in helices below the disk for hover. In hover the axial convection is produced by the self-induced velocities of
the wake. In forward flight, the helical tip vortices are convected rearward as well as downward, so the wake consists of
concentrated tip vortices trailed in skewed interlocking helices (figure 1). The vortex wake of the rotor is a factor in most
problems of helicopters, including performance, blade loads, vibration, and noise. An accurate calculation of the wake-induced
nonuniform inflow and the resulting loading is needed in order to predict these aspects of the rotor behavior.
The strong, concentrated tip vortices dominate the rotor wake. They produce highly nonuniform induced velocity at
the rotor disk, as the blades encounter vortices from preceding blades. The vortex-induced loading is a principal source of
higher harmonic airloads on the blades. Figure 2 (from ref. 10) illustrates the behavior of the airloading, which is relatively
consistent for all rotors. At tow speed, there axe loading changes on the advancing and retreating sides of the disk, caused by
tip vortex encounters. Correlation with the locus of the tip vortex from the preceding blades shows that this impulsive
loading at the tip is blade-vortex interaction (bvi). At high speed, negative loading on the advancing tip is common, as a
consequence of flap moment balance with stall-limited loads on the retreating side. Bvi is still evident on the advancing and
retreating sides. The locus of the tip vortex indicates again that the impulsive load on the advancing tip is bvi, but the impulse
hastheoppositesignasatlowspeed.Hencethenegativelift regionontheadvancingsidemustbeproducingsubstantial
negativevorticityin thewake.
Theaerodynamicandwakemodelsusedtocalculateforwardflight airloads in a modem comprehensive analysis
typically have the following features. The rotor aerodynamic model is based on lifting-line theory, using steady two-
dimensional airfoil characteristics and a vortex wake. Each blade section acts as a two-dimensional airfoil, with the wake
influence contained in the wake-induced velocity. The section aerodynamics include empirical dynamic stall models,
corrections for yawed or swept flow, and unsteady aerodynamic forces from thin-airfoil theory. The induced velocity can be
obtained from momentum or vortex theory, resulting in blade-element theory for rotors. This model will be labeled "uniform
inflow" here, although it likely includes a linear gradient of the velocity over the disk as well. For accurate forward flight
airloads, the induced velocity should be obtaincd from a nonuniform inflow calculation, which is a numerical problem for
rotors because of the complex wake geometry. The wake model for nonuniform inflow is based on a vortex lattice (straight-
line segment) approximation, with a small viscous core radius used for the tip vortices, and some model of the wake rollup
process. The wake geometry models include simple undistorted geometry ("rigid") and calculated free wake geometry.
2. AIRLOADS AND WAKES
This section describes lifting-line theory for rotary wings, including a practical implementation and a consideration
of the blade section aerodynamic model. The rotor wake model is described, including the free wake geometry and a discussion
of blade-vortex interaction.
2.1. Lifting-Line Theory for Rotary Wings
2.1.1. Forward flight airloads calculations. Forward flight airloads calculations are generally based on lifting-line
theory. It is essential to have the capability to treat viscous and compressible flow effects, which are present to some degree
in almost all helicopter operating conditions. This is accomplished in lifting-line theory by using experimental data for the
two-dimensional airfoil characteristics, hence the continuing utility of lifting-line theory for rotor aerodynamics. The
assumptions of lifting-line theory are generally well satisfied for rotor blades: that the wing has a high aspect-ratio, or more
generally that the spanwise variation of the aerodynamic environment is slow. Lifting-surface theory is more accurate in the
treatment of three-dimensional and perhaps compressible flow effects at low angle-of-attack, but inviscid lifting-surface
theory is no more accurate than lifting-line theory at high angle-of-attack. Computational fluid dynamics methods are
beginning to be applied to helicopter rotor flows in the depth needed for airloads calculations, i.e. encompassing wake
formation and interaction, blade moment and drag, and coupling with the dynamics. Lifting-line theory contains so many
approximations and assumptions that ultimately it must be replaced by a more accurate method. Presently however, lifting-
line theory remains the most practical (efficient and reasonably accurate) method for including viscous effects in the rotor
analysis.
2.1.2. Basics of lifting-line theory. The assumption of high aspect-ratio splits the three-dimensional wing
aerodynamic problem (unsteady, compressible, and viscous) into inner and outer problems, i.e. wing and wake models (figure
3). The outer problem is the wake: trailed and shed vorticity behind the lifting-line (bound vortex). The inner problem is a
two-dimensional airfoil, or more correctly an infinite wing in a uniform, yawed free stream. These problems are connected
through the wake-induced velocity and the bound circulation. The outer problem calculates the induced velocity components at
the wing, from a wake with strength determined by the bound circulation. Note that the induced velocity is not needed at an
arbitrary point, just at the lifting-line. The inner problem calculates the bound circulation from the aerodynamic environment,
with the wake-induced velocity included in the free stream. Note that the pressure on the wing is not needed, just the bound
circulation (and the section lift, drag, and moment in order to calculate performance and couple with the structural dynamics).
The assumption of high aspect-ratio has the following consequences, comparing the lifting-line problems to the full
solution. The inner problem has simpler geometry (two-dimensional) but complex flow (Navier-Stokes equations). In the
outer limit the inner solution can be considered irrotational. The outer problem has complex geometry (the vortex wake) but
irrotational flow. In the inner limit the outer solution has simple geometry. In the matching domain there is both simple
geometry and irrotational flow.
Uniform inflow from momentum or vortex theory is an approximation for the solution of the outer problem (the
wake). This approximation introduces effects requiring additional treatment, particularly the tip loss factor.
2.1.3. Perturbation theory. Formal lifting-line theory is the solution of the three-dimensional wing loa !ing
problem using the method of matched asymptotic expansions. Based on the assumption of large wing aspect-r'_t_o, the
problem is split into separate outer (wake) and inner (wing) problems, which are solved individually and then combined
through a matching procedure. For the rotor in forward flight, it is necessary to consider wings with s_vept and yawed
planform, in unsteady, compressible, and viscous flow.
Thelowest-orderfixedwingsolutionisPrandtl'stheory(steadyandnosweep).Developmentofhigher-orderlifting-
linetheoryoriginatedwithWeissingerforintuitivemethods,andwithvanDykeforsingularperturbationmethods.The
lifting-linetheorydevelopmentsfoundin theliterature,althoughincludinghigherorders,unsteady,transonic,andsweptflow,
aregenerallyanalyticalmethods.Theyobtainanalyticalsolutionsforboththeinnerandouterproblems,andareinquadrature
ratherthanintegralform.Oftentheinnersolutionisinviscid,orevenathinairfoil.Thesetheoriesarenotthereforedirectly
applicabletorotors,butdoprovideaguideandsoundmathematicalfoundationfortherotarywingdevelopment.
Fortherotarywing,it is necessary to include stall (high angle-of-attack) in the inner solution, and the helical,
distorted, rolled-up wake geometry in the outer _lution. Hence for rotors the objective is to obtain from lifting-line theory a
separate formulation of the inner and outer problems, with numerical not analytical solutions, and a matching procedure that
will be the basis for an iterative solution. A key consideration is the need to retain the two-dimensional airfoil tables in the
inner solution, for the viscous effects. Hence whatever approximations that are required to retain the tables will be accepted.
Furthermore, a practical method is needed, one that gives good accuracy without convergence problems or singularities.
2.l.,l. Second-order lifting-line theory. Higber order theory is considered in order to improve the calculation of the
airloads without actually resorting to lifting-surface or CFD methods, which require more computation and still need some
development for rotary wing applications. Several investigations have shown that second-order lifting-line theory gives
nearly the same results as lifting-surface theory, including the lift produced in close blade-vortex interactions. In addition,
second-order theory should also improve the loads calculations for swept tips, yawed flow, and low aspect-ratio blades.
In the second-order outer problem (the wake), the wing is a dipole plus a quadrupole, which for a thin airfoil (with no
thickness or camber) is equivalent to a dipole at the quarter-chord. The dipole solution is a wake of vortex sheets.
In the second-order inner problem (the wing), the boundary condition at inf'mity includes a wake-induced velocity
that varies linearly in space. For a thin airfoil, the same lift is obtained with a uniform induced velocity, by using the value a_
the three-quarter-chord. The correct moment is not obtained however, since a linear induced-velocity variation over the chord
produces a moment ablaut the quarter-chord, but a uniform induced-velocity does not. In general, it is necessary to define a
remainder solution that is the second-order solulion after accounting for the induced-velocity at the three-quarter--chord. This
remainder solution will bc ignored in practice, so it becomes an error estimate. The lift error is found to be small, and the
moment error also except for the moment about the quarter-chord produced by a linearly-varying induced-velocity.
In order to retain use of the airfoil tables, the only parts of the second-order theory that can be used are placing the
lifting-line at the quarter-chord and the collocation point at the three-quarter-chord.
2.1.5. Integral equation formulation. The perturbation solution procedure alternates between the inner and outer
problems, using only the solution up to the previous order. Combining and solving all orders simultaneously is equivalent in
terms of the perturbation expansions. It is natural to combine the inner problems. The lowest order inner problem is the
airfoil with just geometry boundary conditions, and the first order inner problem has the wake-induced velocity boundary
conditions. These are easily combined since the wake just gives an angle-of-attack change.
Combining the outer problems means evaluating the induced-velocity using the total bound circulation, from the
combined inner problem rather than just from the lowest order irmer problem. This changes the nature of the solution, from
direct quadrature to an integral equation. It is necessary to invert the integral equation, but with airfoil tables an iterative
solution is required anyway. Moreover, it is found that the solution of the integral equation is well behaved, while the direct
solution is singular at the wing tips for normal wing planforms.
2.1.6. Comparison of formulations. A consideration of the simplified inner problem will show the differences
between the common formulations of lifting-line theory. Let 0 be the geometric angle-of-attack of the wing section. The inner
problem solution (static, with no sweep) can be analytical or numerical:
analytical, thin airfoil:
numericaI, airfoil tables:
F
-- = UO-v
]r.c
F U
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where r is the bound circulation, c the chord, U the free stream velocity, el(a) the lift-coefficient as a function of angle-of-
attack, and v the wake-induced velocity. The outer problem can obtain the induced velocity v at the quarter-chord or three-
quarter-chord, by integrating the effects of all wake vorticity (excluding the bound vortex). For example, a thin planar wake
gives:
a_f dFJd,___d_vc/4 = y-r/
The following implementations of lifting-line theory are of interest.
a) First-order perturbation theory obtains v from r"0 = mzU0:.
F
-- = U0-vc_(O)
/gC
b) Prandtl's integral equation is first-order, but obtains v from F:
F
-- = UO- v¢/4(F)
/r.c
c) A common implementation for rotors is the first-order theory, but using airfoil tables:
F U
7re 2tr
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d) A second-order implementation uses v at the three-quarter-chord:
F U
D
2_
cz(O - v3c/4(F)/U)
e) Weissinger's L-theory includes the contribution of the bound vortex in evaluating v at the three-quarter-chord, and equates
the induced angle-of-attack to the gcometric angle-of-attack. This is equivalent to using the thin-airfoil solution of the inner
problem in second-order theory:
-'_ + v3c/a(F)) = UO
2.1.7. Sweep and yawed flow. Large sweep angles can be included in the second-order theory, but it is necessary to
assume small curvature so the wake-induced velocity effects in the inner problem remain two-dimensional. For most rotor
blades the curvature is small, except a kinks in the quarter-chord line. The analysis relies on the integral form and spanwise
discretization to keep the loading well behaved at such kinks.
2.1.8. Unsteady loading. With unsteady motion and loading, the inner problem is an unsteady, two-dimensional
airfoil with a shed wake, and the outer problem excludes both the bound vortex and the inner shed wake when calculating the
induced velocity. It is natural to retain the shed wake in the outer rather than the inner problem, so that the shed wake and
trailed wake can be treated identically, especially since subtracting the inner shed wake from the outer problem is difficult with
the complex wake geometry of a rotor. Then the induced velocity from all vorticity (except the bound vortex still) is evaluated
at the three-quarter-chord, and treated as a uniform flow for the inner problem. The shed wake is thus a boundary condition of
the inner solution, not a part of the inner model.
The assumption that the shed wake-induced velocity is constant over the chord is a major approximation. With the
induced velocity evaluated at a single point, the shed wake model must be modified to obtain the unsteady loads correctly. It is
found that the Theodorsen and Sears functions (the shed wake effects in two-dimensional airfoil theory) are well approximated
for low frequency (and reasonably well up to reduced frequencies of about 1.0) if the shed wake in the outer problem is created a
quarter-chord aft of the collocation point, not at the bound vortex as for the trailed wake.
2.2. Practical Implementation of Lifting-line Theory for Rotors
Guided by the results of perturbation theory, the following is a practical implementation of lifting-line theory for
rotors. The outer problem is an incompressible vortex wake behind a lifting-line, with distorted geometry and rollup. The
lifting-line (bound vortex) is at the quarter-chord, as an approximation for the quadrupole line introduced by second-order
loading. The trailed wake begins at the bound vortex. The shed wake is created a quarter-chord aft of the collocation point on
the wing (the lifting-line approximation for unsteady loading). The three components of wake-induced velocity are evaluated
at the collocation points, excluding the contributions of the bound vortex. The collocation points are at the three-quarter-
chord(inthedirectionof thelocalflow),asanapproximationf ralinearly-varyingi ducedvelocityintroducedbythesecond-
orderwake.
Theinnerproblemconsistsofunsteady,compressible,viscousflow about an infinite aspect-ratio wing, in a uniform
flow consisting of the yawed free stream and three components of wake-induced velocity. This problem is split into parts:
two-dimensional, steady, compressible, viscous flow (airfoil tables), plus corrections. The corrections account for unsteady
flow (small angle-of-attack noncirculatory loads from thin airfoil theory, but without any shed wake); dynamic stall (some
empirical model); swept and yawed flow (the equivalence assumption for a swept wing); tip flow; and perhaps blade-vortex
interaction and Reynolds number.
This formulation is generally second-order (in the inverse of the aspect-ratio) accurate for lift, including the effects of
sweep and yaw, but less accurate for section moments (which are basically still fast-order). In particular, with typical blade-
vortex separations, second-order lifting-line theory is as accurate as lifting-surf_e theory for lift calculations.
2.3. Rotor Blade Section Aerodynamic Model.
For the blade section aerodynamic model (the inner problem) it is important to account for large angles and reverse
flow; transformation of the loads in bent-blade/wind axes (the section lift and drag) to hub axes; and radial drag. Radial drag is
typically obtained by assuming that the total viscous drag force on the section (vector addition of the radial and chordwise
components) has the same direction as the local yawed flow.
Tip flow corrections include a tip loss factor, compressible tip relief (a small reduction in effective Mach number),
and the effects of a swept tip (discussed below). The tip loss factor is needed for blade-element theory, when the induced
velocity is obtained from momentum theory. For nonuniform inflow a tip loss factor is not appropriate, but it is necessary to
consider the radial station of the rolled-up tip vortex when it reaches the trailing edge of the blade.
Yawed and swept flow require significant aerodynamic corrections. The inner problem is an infinite wing with yaw
and sweep (the planform is defined relative to a straight span-line, so radial velocity in forward flight produces yawed flow,
while sweep is obtained from the locus of the quarter-chord relative to the span-line). The section loads are obtained from
airfoil tables that give the solution for a wing no yaw or sweep, using the equivalence assumption for swept wings. The
objective is to derive equivalent angle-of-attack and Mach number for evaluating the coefficients, and corrections for the
coefficients from the tables (and properly account for the chord and blade area when multiplying the coefficients by chord,
dynamic pressure, and panel width in order to obtain the section loads). The principal assumptions are:
a) The lift-curve-slope is nc_t affected by spanwise flow.
b) The Mach number norm',d to the (swept) quarter-chord defines compressibility effects.
c) The angle-of-attack and chord in the local flow direction define the drag and stall.
d) The net drag force is in the local flow direction, so the radial drag component can be obtained from the section drag
coefficient.
Corrections for the effective shape and thickness of the airfoil in yawed flow are seldom used. Probably the airfoil tables
should correspond to the shape of the cross-section in the local flow direction. Hence for hover, the shape perpendicular to a
straight reference line is appropriate. In forward flight however, the yaw direction varies with azimuth. Fortunately, over
most of the disk the yaw angle is not too large, so the absence of any correction for effective shape and thickness does not
appear to produce any worse errors than the other approximations of the model. Note that if the yaw angles are large, then
first-order lifting-line theory breaks down too.
Swept tips introduce other considerations as well. The inertial load acts at the blade section center-of-gravity, and
the aerodynamic load acts at the quarter-chord (actually, the airfoil table reference). These loads produce bending and torsion of
the blade relative to the swept elastic axis.
2.4. Wake Models
2.4.1. Rotor wake vorticity. A three-dimensional wing trails the bound circulation r into a wake. The radial
variation of r produces trailed vorticity, parallel to the local free strearn direction at the time it leaves the blade. Azimuthal
variation of I" produces shed vorticity, oriented radially. The strength of the trailed and shed vorticity is determined by the
radial and azimuthal derivatives of r at the time the wake element left the blade. The bound circulation has a peak near the tip,
and quickly drops to zero. The trailed sheet therefore has a high strength (proportional to the radial derivative of r) at the wake
outer edge, and quickly rolls up to form a concentrated tip vortex. This rollup process, which is also influenced by the tip
geometry, produces a line vortex with a small core radius, hence large velocities.
Thevorticityin thetip vortexis distributed over a small but f-mite region, called the vortex core, because of
viscosity of the fluid. The core radius is defined at the point of maximum tangential or circumferential velocity. The vortex
core is an important factor in the induced velocity character since it limits the maximum velocities near the tip vortices. There
is only limited experimental data on the core size, especially for rotors.
The gradient of bound circulation is low at the root of a rotor blade, so the root vortex is weaker and more diffuse.
Between the tip and root vortices there is an inboard sheet of trailed vorticity, the outboard portion of which may roll up into a
weak vortex as well. In forward flight this inboard sheet has shed vorticity, from the azimuthal derivative of r.
2.4.2. Rotor wake geometry. The trailed and shed vorticity is left in the fluid as the blade rotates, and then is
convected with the local fluid velocity, consisting of the free stream (i.e. the helicopter translation in forward flight) and the
wake self-induced velocity. The wake is convected downward (normal to the disk plane) by the mean induced velocity and free
stream, and aft in forward flight by the inplane component of the free stream. The self-induced velocity produces substantial
distortion of the vortex filaments as they are convected. The wake geometry thus consists of distorted, interlocking helices,
one behind each blade, skewed aft in forward flight.
2.4.3. Nonuniform inflow. The strong, concentrated tip vortices trailed in helices from each blade are the dominant
feature of the rotor wake. Because of the rotation, the blade encounters the vortex from the preceding blade, in both hover and
forward flight. The tip vortices produce a highly nonuniform flow field through which the blades must pass. In forward flight,
the wake is convected downstream, so tip vortices are swept past the entire rotor disk (rather than remaining in the tip region
as in hover). Close vortex-blade encounters occur primarily on the sides of the disk, where the blade tip sweeps over the
vortices. When there is a close passage, the vortex produces large velocities and hence large loads on the blade. This vortex-
induced loading is a principal source of higher harmonic airloads. The nonuniform induced velocity has an overall variation
over the disk, roughly linear in forward flight, plus large local variations produced by the blade passing close to tip vortices
from preceding blades. The blade loads in forward flight show loading changes on the advancing and retreating sides (figure 4),
caused by the tip vortex encounters, which depend highly on the flight condition.
2.4.4. Wake rollup process. Typically the wake rollup process is modeled not calculated, meaning that the structure
and properties of the rolled-up wake are determined from assumptions and input parameters, and from the spanwise distribution
of the I'x_und circulation where the wake was created. It is important that the model account for the influence of (a) the strength
of the tip vortex when it encounters the following blade; (b) the core radius when the vortex is fully rolled up; and (c) the effect
of the vortex rollup on the tip load of the generating blades.
A calculation of the wake rollup from first principles is needed, but it is a difficult problem, beginning to be attacked
using the methods of computational fluid dynamics (for example, ref. 11). The vortex core is largely formed at the blade
trailing edge, so the problem is not the inviscid rollup of a vortex sheet. Moreover, discretization of the wake for a rollup
calculation is not easy; indeed it may not be well posed even for an inviscid, two-dimensional problem. Hence the rollup
problem involves three-dimensional, unsteady, viscous fluid dynamics. Currently alrloads calculations must rely on models of
the rollup process.
The wake model must encompass the rollup implied by typical circulation distributions on rotor blades. Generally it
is assumed that the lift is concentrated at the tip of the rotating wing, because of the large dynamic pressure there produced by
the rotation. So the trailed vorticity strength is high at the outer edge of the wake, and the vortex sheet quickly rolls up into a
concentrated tip vortex. The formation of the vortex is influenced by the tip geometry, with the core largely formed by the
time the vortex leaves the trailing edge. The rolled-up tip vortex quickly attains a strength nearly equal to the maximum bound
circulation. The tip vortex has a small core radius, depending on the blade geometry and loading. There is an inboard vortex
sheet of trailed vorticity, with opposite sign as the tip vortex. Since the gradient of bound circulation is low inboard, the root
vortcx is weaker and more diffuse. This is the assumed picture of the rollup process upon which the wake model is based.
In relating the rolled-up wake structure to the bound circulation distribution, it is necessary to consider single-peak
and dual-peak cases. For the lifting rotor in hover and low speed forward flight, the bound circulation is positive along the
entire span; this is the single-peak case. There will be local minima and maxima in r from bvi, but generally there is a
monotonic increase and decrease in r, with a peak near the tip.
It is common for a helicopter rotor in high speed forward flight to encounter negative lift on the advancing tip,
particularly in the second quadrant (see figure 2). With a flapping rotor, the net pitch and roll moment on the hub must be
small (zero if there is no flap hinge offset). In forward flight, the lift capability on the retreating side is limited by the
combination of low dynamic pressure and stall of the airfoil. Consequently the lift on the advancing side must also be small,
in order to maintain roll balance. At sufficiently high speed, the lift on the advancing tip can become negative. Large twist of
the blade (built-in or elastic) will increase the negative loading.
Over much of the disk F is still positive all along the span. However, there is a range of azimuth on the advancing
side with a negative pea.k near the tip and a positive peak inboard; this is the dual-peak case. Here the tip vortex will form with
negative strength (opposite sign as normal rollup), with a sheet of positive trailed vorticity created between the two peaks,
whichperhapsrollsuptosomextentalso. Thus the wake model also considers the wake created by dual-peak span loading,
perhaps with multiple rollup of the trailed vorticity. Figure 5 illustrates the wake structure.
The wake structure is often more complicated than considered by the single-peak and dual-peak models. For example,
there are local minima and maxima in the bound circulation from bvi and reverse flow, and at low speed bvi can produce
negative loading over a small portion of the rotor disk. Such structure has too much detail to be accommodated by a modeling
approach; a calculation of the rollup is certainly needed.
The effects of the vortex rollup process on the tip loading of the generating blade should be considered. Most such
effects are beyond lifting-line theory, but at least the radial location of the rollup should be modeled. The core is largely
formed by the time the tip vortex reaches the trailing edge, even for a tapered tip. The center of the core is found somewhat
inboard of the physical tip, typically 1% R inboard for a rectangular planform and more for a highly tapered tip. In lifting-line
theory, this implies that there is no bound circulation of the blade tip outboard of the rolled-up location, with a significant
effect on the spanwise loading distribution if the tip vortex forms at least 3-5% R inboard. This effect can be modeled by
forcing the bound circulation to be dumped into the tip vortex at the proper (prescribed) radial location.
2.5. Nonuniform Inflow Calculation.
2.5.1. Wake-induced velocity. The nonuniform inflow is calculated by integrating the Biot-Savart law over the
wake. Hence the induced velocities depend on the strength and geometry of the wake vorticity. The strength is defined by the
radial and azimuthal variation of the bound circulation. The geometry can be obtained from several sources: (a) a simple
assumed model, normally in forward flight the rigid geometry, using just the vertical convection by the mean induced velocity;
(b) a prescribed model, baxed on measurements (mainly used for hover); or (c) a calculated free wake geometry.
Because of the basic helical geometry, it is not possible to evaluate the integrals analytically, even with no
distortion. A direct numerical integration is not satisfactory wither, because the large variations in the integrand (produced by
bvi) require small step sizes for accuracy. Hence the wake is modeled by a set of discrete elements. The Biot-Savart law can be
integrated analytically for each element, and the total velocity obtained by summing contributions from all elements. This
approach is both accurate and efficient. The calculation of nonuniform inflow is still a tremendous numerical problem, which
was an early application of digital computers to helicopters. With current machines, nonuniform inflow calculations are
practical for routine use in helicopter analyses.
2.5.2. Discretized wake model for calculations. The tip vortices are modeled as a connected series of straight line
segments, with some kind of core representation. This is a good model for the most important part of the wake. The inboard
trailed and shed vorticity is typically modeled as a vortex mesh or lattice, or possibly vortex sheet panels (sometimes the
inboard wake is neglected entirely). With a lattice (line segment) model of the inboard wake, a large core size is needed, not as
a representation of a physical effect, but to produce an approximation for the sheet element, by eliminating any singularities
in the velocity for close passage of following blades. Note that a large core line element might also represent partially rolled-
up trailed vorticity inboard or at the root.
Options for modeling the inboard wake panels include vortex sheets, either nonplanar-quadrilateral or planar-
rectangular; or line segments in the middle of the panels, with a large core to eliminate singularities. The nonplanar-
quadrilateral element is very expensive, and planar-rectangular elements introduce problems with mismatched edges. Moreover
it is found that line segments give about the same results as sheet elements. Hence for economy line segments are used,
producing a vortex lattice model. Such a model for the inboard wake is not as good as the tip vortex representation, but the
inboard wake is not as important either, so a more approximate model is acceptable. If the inboard wake model is important
for a case, then a better medel for the rollup process will be needed too.
Modeling the wake by a set of discrete vortex elements introduces the following approximations: replacing the
curvilinear geometry by a series of straight line or planar elements; simplified distribution of strength over an individual
element (constant or linear); and sheets replaced by lines, or a planar-rectangle approximation for a nonplanar-quadrilateral. A
practical model must balance the accuracy and efficiency of such approximations.
2.5.3. Development of the discretized wake model. The bound circulation I" is calculated at discrete points on the
disk, both radially and azmauthally. A linear variation of 1- between these points means the blade generates a wake of sheet
panels (figure 6). The strength of the trailed and shed vorticity in a panel can be obtained from I" at the time it was created (i.e.
the circulation corresponding to the four comers of the panel). A radial change in I" produces trailed vorticity, with the
strength in the panel constant radially and linear along its length. An azimuthal change in I- produces shed vorticity, with the
strength in the panel constant azimuthally and linear along its length.
An economical approximation for the sheet panel is line segments, with a large core to avoid velocity singularities
near the line. Hence a vortex lattice model is obtained by collapsing all wake panels to f-mite strength line segments (figure
7). The line segments are in the center of the sheet panel, so the points at which the induced velocity are calculated
(collocation points) are at the midpoints of the vortex lattice grid, both radially and azimuthally. Locating the collocation
points midway between the trailers is a standard practice, to avoid the singularities at the lines. Locating the collocation
points midway azimuthally is required to correctly obtain the unsteady aerodynamic effects of the shed wake (ref. 1).
With the sheets collapsed to lines, the strength of the line segments vary linearly along theft length. A further
approximation is stepped (piecewise constant) variation in strength. Then instead of a linear variation along the line, there is
a jump in the strength at the center of the panel, where the shed and trailed lines cross. This wake model corresponds to a
stepped distribution of the bound circulation over the disk, both radially and azimuthally. There is little reason to use such a
stepped variation in strength, since the linear variation is as easy to implement. It is important to note that for a helicopter
wake the principal issue is the approximation of sheet panels by lines, not the difference between stepped and linear variation
of the bound circulation.
Consider the wake model behind the reference blade, where the induced velocity is being calculated, which will be
called the near wake in this discussion (the terms "near wake" and "far wake" are used in many ways in the literature). The
implementation of lifting-line theory involves primarily this portion of the wake. The most important requirement is to
model the detailed variation of the wake strength, both radially and azimuthally, in order to accurately get the classical three-
dimensional (Prandtl) and unsteady (Theodorsen) effects of the wake on the wing loading. The rollup process is less important
for the near wake.
A vortex lattice is used for the near wake, rather than sheet elements. Discretization of the wake is better behaved
using line segments than sheet elements. With sheet elements, numerical difficulties arise from the edge and corner
singularities (particularly when planar-rectangular elements are used) and the fact that nonplanar-quadrilateral elements can not
be integrated analytically. Also, the most important case of the downwash from the two sheet panels adjoining the
collocation point would require a higher order element or some other special treatment.
The rollup process is not considered in modeling the near wake, except that the effect of the rollup on the tip load of
the generating blade should be modeled. The radial location of the tip vortex formation can be prescribed, so the last trailed
wake segment is placed at a spanwise station inboard of the tip (typically 1% R inboard for a rectangular tip). This forces the
blade to dump the remaining bound circulation into the wake at that span station. The effect on the blade loading will be
significant for a highly tapered tip, such as the ogee tip where the rollup occurs about 6% R inboard of the tip.
The geometry of the collocation points involves placing them at the three-quarter-chord in the local flow direction,
in order to implement second-order lifting-line theory. Note that this geometry is part of the outer problem not the inner
problem, i.e. the geometry of the wake rather than the blade. The wake geometry is obtained from the position of the lifting-
line at the current and past time steps. Thus t/ae wake geometry can be used to get the local flow direction for the collocation
points. A consequence of this approach is that the collocation points are automatically kept away from trailed line segments
of the near wake. With the highly distorted geometry of the rotor wake, especially near the reverse flow boundary, some close
encounters between the collocation points and wake vortex lines can still occur. The calculation can use a core size for the near
wake line segments in order to avoid singularities, but this core size has no physical significance, and indeed its value must
not influence the solution for the loading.
Consider the wake when it reaches a following blade (where the induced velocity is being calculated), which will be
called the far wake in this discussion. For the far wake, it is most important to model the rollup process. Since the wake
quickly rolls up at the outer edge to form a concentrated tip vortex, the tip vortices play a dominant role in the aerodynamics,
and must be modelled well. The inboard vorticity plays a lessor role, so more approximations are acceptable. The wake rollup
process is modeled rather than calculated, which means that the structure and strength of the far wake are obtained from
assumptions, applied to the form of the radial distribution of the bound circulation.
Consider the single-peak case. when the bound circulation has the same sign (positive or negative) radially for a
given azimuth. The radial maximum of the bound circulation is rmat. It is assumed that in the far wake (i.e. where the rollup
process is complete) there is a rolled-up tip vortex with strength equal to rrnax of the azimuth where the wake was created. There
is corresponding negative trailed vorticity with total strength -l'ma x in the inboard sheet. The tip vortex model then is a line
segment with this strength and a small core radius (which is an input parameter). Any error in the assumed strength, because
the vortex is partially- or over-rolled up, will be compensated for by the value of the core radius. In the absence of a
calculation of the strength and rolling up of the vorticity, the detailed structure of the inboard vortex sheet is unknown.
Therefore the inboard portion of the wake is modeled as a single sheet panel with trailed and shed vorticity. It is assumed that
the strength of the inboard trailed vorticity is constant radially, with a total value of -Frnax. This is an efficient model,
consisting of only two elements with three line segments at each azimuth station, which minimizes computation; ar,-3
depending only on rma x, which minimizes storage.
This modeling approach can be extended to cases of a partially lolled-up tip vortex, or a dual-peak ciruulation
distribution. The rollup process may not be complete by the time the tip vortex encounters the following blade. Then the
strength of the tip vortex will be less than Frn,,x, which will reduce the vortex-induced loads. It is possible to introduce a
prescribed rollup, such that the tip vortex has only a fraction of the maximum strength when it encounters the following blade.
The remainder of the trailed vorticity outboard of the peak is still in the inboard wake, so the inboard sheet has both positive
and negative trailed vorticity, divided at a radial station that corresponds to the peak. At least two sheet panels are needed to
model the inboard wake, so the complete model (including the tip vortex) requires five line segments at each azimuth station.
Consider the dual-peak case, when there are two peaks of opposite sign (inboard peak r I and outboard peak to) in the
radial distribution of the bound circulation. Typically such loading occurs on the advancing tip at high speed, with ro
negative. It is assumed that there is only one zero crossing of the circulation strength between the root and the tip. h is
assumed that the trailed vorticity outboard of r o rolls up into the tip vortex, with strength equal to the outboard peak 1"o. The
inboard sheet has then both positive and negative trailed vorticity, divided at a radial station corresponding to the inboard
peak. At least two panels are needed to model this inboard sheet. The positive trailed vorticity (generated between the two
peaks) may partially roll up as well, which can be modeled by using a line segment with a physically-meaningful core radius.
The more detail that is introduced in these models of the rollup process, the more the lack of a calculation is felt.
More detail usually means more empirical parameters to describe the structure. It is hardly worth the effort to model the
partially rolled-up wake, since there is seldom enough information to select the modeling parameters, and the input value of
the core radius will compensate for any errors in the tip vortex strength. The dual-peak model is important however, since if a
single-peak model is applied to the dual-peak circulation distribution it can actually result in the wrong sign of the tip vortex
strength. It is also necessary to be concerned about cases with two or more zero crossings the radial distribution of r; local
minima and maxima in r from bvi; and rapid changes of r with azimuth. Such cases need a calculation of the rollup, not an
empirical model.
2.6. Free Wake Geometry
The rotor wake geometry is important when there are close blade-vortex interactions, since the induced loading is
very sensitive to the separation between the blades and tip vortices. Hence it is necessary to consider the self-induced
distortion of the wake, particularly the tip vortices.
The distorted wake geometry exhibits an cverall pattern in which the edges of the wake arising from the rotor disk
rollup to form vortices, as behind a circular wing (figure 1). In fact this wake consists of the helical tip vortices from
individual blades. The consequence of this pattern is that near the rotor the tip vortices tend to move upward on the left and
right (advancing and retreating) sides of the disk, and tend to move downward in the middle of the disk. Generally then the self-
induced distortion moves the tip vortices closer to the blades on the advancing and retreating sides (compared to a rigid
geometry), thereby increasing the bvi loads.
The free wake geometry has a large influence on the blade airloading at low speed (advance ratios below about 0.20-
0.25). At higher speeds, the propelling rotor has a large tip-path-plane angle-of-attack, typically 5-8 deg forward to provide
the propulsive force. In such flight conditions the wake is convected downward relative to the disk by the normal component
of the free stream, and the distorted geometry is less important.
Calculating the free wake geometry requires evaluating the induced velocity at node points in the wake. The models
and methods used are similar to those for calculating the induced velocity at the rotor blade, but here the velocity is needed for
points throughout the flow field, hence at an order of magnitude more points than the collocation points on the rotor disk.
Much more attention to efficiency is therefore required for the free wake problem. Indeed, it is only with the development of
special procedures that free wake solutions are practical for routine use in airioads calculations. A couple good, practical wake
geometry analyses are available for forward flight.
2.7. Blade-Vortex Interaction
The airloads produced by blade-vortex interaction (bvi) depend on numerous physical effects, including the extent of
the tip vortex rollup; the tip vortex strength; the size of the viscous core; the distorted wake geometry; lifting-surface effects
on the induced loading; and possibly even vortex bursting, vortex-induced stall on the blade, or blade-induced geometry
changes.
2.7.1. Tip vortex induced velocity. The viscous core of a line vortex plays a fundamental role in determining the
velocity near the vortex. Consider the tangential or circumferential velocity v about a line vortex, at a distance r from the line.
The core radius re is defined as the distance r at which the maximum value of v is encountered. For a potential line vortex (no
core), v = r'12_ r, where the strength r is some fraction of the maximum bound circulation, as determined by the rollup process.
For small r, viscosity reduces the magnitude of v, by spreading the vorticity over a nonzero domain instead of a line. A
Rankine vortex core produces solid body rotation of the fluid inside re, by having a uniform vorticity distribution concentrated
entirely within the core radius. The maximum tangential velocity with a Rankine core is vma x = l'/2_rc. For a distributed
vorticity core, one possibility has the circulation proportional to r2/(r2+r3), so half the vorticity is outside the core radius.
With this core the maximum tangential velocity is vrn,a = r/4xr¢. Measurements of the velocity distributions about tip
vorticeshowthatthemaximumtangentialvelocityismuchless than r/2_r¢, indicating that a substantial fraction of the
vorticity is outside the core radius. Hence the distributed core model is more realistic.
The vortex-induced loads depend on the normal velocity at the wing surface, produced by a vortex at a distance h
above or below the wing. For a potential vortex (no core) the maximum normal velocity (peak velocity) is r/4zh. For h = 0
(the extreme case), the peak velocity equals the maximum tangential velocity, which depends on the core type and r e as
described above. For nonzero separation distance, the Rankine core gives a peak velocity equal to the potential value when h
is greater than re/x/2, while the distributed core gives a peak velocity that is always less than the potential value. In general,
the peak velocity is proportional to r/re and a function of h/re, so the core size is a critical parameter of the model, con_olling
the peak loads. For h = 0 the peak velocity of a distributed core is 50% that of the Rankine core; for h = re, the ratio is 70.7%.
Hence using the proper core model is important for accurate prediction of the airloads.
2.7.2. Lifting-surface effects on vortex-induced loads. In close blade-vortex encounters, the induced loading varies
rapidly along the span. First-order lifting-line theory will overpredict such loading, especially if the radial and azimuthal
resolution in the wake is not small enough. Second-order lifting-line theory or lifting-surface theory is needed for accurate
prediction of bvi loads (as well as the airloading for swept tips, yawed flow, and low aspect-ratio blades). It is found that
lifting-surface effects reduce the peak induced loading by 20-40% for a vortex-blade separation equal to 25% of the chord (for
various interaction angles). This effect can be approximated by increasing the viscous core size by about 15% chord.
2.7.3. Vortex-induced airloads. The peak-to-peak value of the vortex-induced loading dominates the measured and
calculated blade airloads. Consider what factors influence the peak-to-peak loading.
a) Physical factors.
i) The rollup process, at the generating wing and in the wake. This process produces the strength and core size of the tip
vortex at the encounter with a following blade. The strength will be less than or equal to the peak bound circulation, and the
core size is typically 10-20% of the chord. If it is assumed that the strength equals the peak bound circulation when in fact the
strength is less (e.g. with incomplete rollup by the time the vortex reaches the following blade), then the analysis will
overpredict the loading.
ii) Lifting-surface effects, from the low effective aspect-ratio of a close interaction. If such effects are ignore, as with first-
order lifting-line theory, then the analysis will overpredict the loading.
iii) Possibly vortex bursting, vortex-induced stall on the blade, local distortion of the vortex geometry by the blade,
compressibility and viscous effects in general.
b) Computational factors.
i) Wake geometry. If the calculated blade-vortex separation is too large, as when a rigid wake geometry is used, then the
analysis will underpredict the loading.
ii) Radial and azimuthal discretization in the wake. Typically the radial and especially the azimuthal resolution in the
discretized wake are too large for close bvi. In such cases the analysis will overpredict the loading.
iii) Spanwise and timewise discretization of the loading. Typically the azimuthal resolution of the calculated airloads is too
large. In such cases the analysis will undcrpredict the loading.
c) Measurement factors.
i) Unsteadiness and noise in the data. If the azimuthal angle of the bvi changes from revolution to revolution, then the
averaging process will reduce the measured peak loads, and the analysis will overpredict the loading.
The core size r c is a convenient parameter with which to control the amplitude of the calculated bvi loads, since it determines
the maximum tangential velocity about the vortex (always inversely proportional to re). Moreover, the core size is seldom
either measured or calculated, so it is an input parameter of the analysis. The approach thus is to model alJ effects possible in
the theory, as accurately as possible; and then use the value of re to account for not only the actual viscous core radius, but also
all phenomena of the interaction that are not otherwise modelled (or are inaccurately modelled). A goal for the development of
better models is that the vortex core size represent the actual physical core (10-20% chord) and nothing else.
3. CALCULATIONS AND CORRELATION
This section summarizes results from calculations and correlation of helicopter rotor behavior, particularly flapping.
airloads, and power. The low speed results cover the influence of nonuniform inflow and wake geometry; the modeling of
blade-vortex interaction, including the influence of the wing model and core size; and inboard bvi. The high speed results
cover the influence of nonuniform inflow and wake geometry; the influence of the dual-peak model and inboard rollup; the
influence of the wing model; modeling of swept tips; and the blade section moment. Finally the wake rollup model is
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discussed.Again,theresultssummarizedarefromtheauthor'sexperience.Detailsof the calculations and correlation are given
in references 3, 5-9.
3.1. Low Speed Results
3.1.1. Nonuniform inflow and free wake geometry. The wake geometry has an important role at low speeds (figure
1). Lateral flapping in low speed forward flight is a sensitive measure of the effects of the rotor wake. The lateral tip-path-
plane tilt of an articulated rotor depends primarily on the longitudinal gradient of the induced velocity distribution over the
disk. The induced velocity in forward f/ight is larger at the rear of the disk than at the front, which produces larger loads at the
front, hence an aerodynamic pitch moment on the rotor. An articulated rotor responds to this moment like a gyro, and so the
tip-path-plane tilts laterally, toward the advancing side (in forward flight there is also a small lateral flapping contribution
proportional to the coning angle). The lateral flapping is underpredicted when uniform inflow is used, and even when
nonuniform inflow based on a rigid, undistorted wake geometry is used. Below advance ratios of about 0.16, its is necessary to
include the calculated free wake in order to obtain a good estimate of the lateral flapping. The self-induced distortion of the tip
vortices leads to numerous instances of bvi in which the vertical separation is a small fraction of the blade chord. The
resulting bvi-induced velocity has a large once-per-revolution content, equivalent to a longitudinal gradient of the induced
velocity, which produces the observed lateral flapping.
Low speed airloads exhibit significant blade-vortex interaction. The free wake geometry must be used in order to
accurately calculate the bvi loads at low speed. The free wake geometry is also needed to calculate rotor power for advance
ratios below about 0.20, where a rigid geometry produces an increasing underprediction of the induced power. Using a
nonuniform inflow and free wake geometry calculation, good correlation can be obtained with flight test measurements of the
performance for _ = 0.15-0.25, which covers the crucial minimum power point. The correlation at lower speeds is particularly
sensitive to the accuracy of the free wake geometry.
3.1.2. Blade-vortex interaction. At low speed, the free wake geometry places the tip vortices so close to the blades
that the calculated flapping and airloads are sensitive to the details of the bvi calculation, particularly accounting for lifting-
surface effects and the value of the tip vortex core radius (which determines the maximum velocity induced by the vortex).
Comparisons can be made between second-order lifting-line theory, a lifting-surface theory correction, and simply using a
larger effective core size. For each model, the core size needed for good correlation can be determined, and compared with the
expected value of the physical viscous core.
For correlations of both lateral flapping and low speed airloads, the second-order lifting-line theory gives best
results, especially at very low _u. Second-order lifting-line theory and a lifting-surface theory correction require about the same
core size. For the airloading at the blade tip, the best core size is 21-23% chord, which is at the high end of the expected range
of physical viscous core sizes. This result is based on correlations for two rotors. The correlation of tip airloading suggests
that the core size varies with azimuth, being larger for tip vortices created on the retreating side. The first-order lifting-line
theory requires a core increase of about 15% chord in order to simulate lifting-surface effects on the bvi loads.
At very low speeds, bvi can be encountered that is so strong it produces negative lift at azimuth angles around 75 deg.
This calculated phenomenon can occur even at ,u = 0.20 for some rotors. At very low speeds (,u below about 0.10) there has
been little airloads correlation however, and the performance results suggest that the calculated free wake geometry is
producing too much bvi. Moreover, the models of the wake rollup process outlined above do not consider such loading.
Because there is so much bvi at low speed (up to/a= 0.20 for some rotors), there is a significant influence of the core
size on performance. A larger core radius decreases the induced power, as expected since it reduces the magnitude of the
nonuniform variations of inflow. There is also a signJ_canl int]uence of second-order vs first-order lifting-line theory, with
the latter reducing the calculated induced power (which will be further reduced by the larger core size that first-order lifting-line
theory needs to simulate lifting-surface effects on the bvi loads).
3.1.3. Inboard blade-vortex interaction. It has been observed that when vortex-induced loads are calculated using the
core size that gives good correlation at the blade tip, the strength of the bvi is significantly over'predicted for inboard radial
stations. An examination of measured low speed airloads indicates that the vortex-induced loading is high when the blade first
encounters the vortex, on the advancing side; decreases inboard as the blade sweeps over the vortex, on the front of the disk;
and the recovers again on the retreating side. The core size can be increased for collocation points on the inboard part of the
blade in order to eliminate (but not explain) this problem.
Evidently there is some phenomenon limiting the loads. Among the possibilities that have been proposed are the
following.
a) Local local distortion of the vortex geometry.
b) Bursting of the vortex core, induced by the blade. The bursting must propagate upstream in order to affect the bvi loading,
but must not propagate too far.
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c) Interactionf thevortexwiththetrailedwakeit inducesbehindtheblade,withtheeffectof diffusingand reducing the
circulation in the vortex.
d) Local flow separation produced by high radial pressure gradients on the blade. This is an unsteady separation, introducing
delays needed to reduce the bvi only on the inboard part of the blade.
e) Viscous effects on the interaction, because the blade-vortex separation is much smaller on the front of the disk than on the
sides.
Note that (b), (c), and (d) do not provide a mechanism for the bvi loads to recover on the retreating side; and that (b) and (c)
would also affect subsequent bvi of the vortex element.
An examination of the calculated free wake geometry at low speed suggests possibility (e) as a cause of the
suppression of the vortex-induced loads on the inboard part of the blade, i.e. on the front of the disk. The tip vortex is
typically above the following blade throughout the interaction. On the advancing and retreating sides it is perhaps 4% R
above the blade tips, but on the front of the disk (where the induced loads are suppressed) the vortex is much closer to the blade.
It is postulated that this closer interaction may involve viscous phenomena that are responsible for reducing the loads, while
the interaction on the advancing and retreating sides is well calculated by inviscid wing theory.
Increasing the core size for inboard collocation points is a simple way to model the effects on the airloads, but no
explanation of the physics is intended. The exact physical mechanism involved remains speculative. More detailed
measurements of the aerodynamics, including the wake geometry, are needed to explore this phenomenon.
3.2. High Speed Airloads
3.2.1. Nonuniform inflow and free wake geometry. Correlation of both airloads and power show that the free wake
geometry is less important at high speed, but that nonuniform inflow is still needed. Nonuniform inflow increases the induced
power and decreases the profile power at high speed, compared to calculations based on uniform inflow. Typically there is a
net increase in the total power with nonuniform inflow, but even if the only influence were to change the distribution between
induced and profile losses, the implications for design optimization would be significant. The ratio of the induced power to the
ideal power (from momentum theory) is typically about 3.0 at high speed. This large increase in induced power is a
consequence of the reduced effective span of the rotor disk under the loading distribution of forward flight. Since the lifting
capability of the retreating side of the disk is limited by low velocities and airfoil stall, and the lifting capability of the
advancing side by the requirement of roll-moment balance with a flapping rotor, the working part of the rotor disk is restricted
to the front and back at high speeds. The factor of 3.0 in induced power implies an effective span equal to 58% of the rotor disk
diameter.
3.2.2. Dual-peak model and inboard rollup. The blade loading in high speed is often negative on the advancing tip,
as a consequence of flap moment equilibrium. Hence it is necessary to model the wake created by a dual-peak span loading
(inboard and outboard peaks of opposite sign), optionally with multiple rollup of the trailers. Three wake models can be
examined:
a) A single-peak model, using the maximum bound circulation. When the tip loading is negative, this model has both the sign
and magnitude of the tip vortex strength wrong.
b) A single-peak model, using the outboard bound circulation peak for the tip vortex strength. Applied to the dual-peak
loading case, this model has the wrong distribution of trailed vorticity for the inboard sheet.
c) A dual-peak model. For the dual-peak loading case, this model has a different structure of the inboard wake than (b), and in
addition changes in the loading can feed into the tip vortex strength and increase the differences between the two models.
The calculated airloads show a significant effect of the dual-peak model. It is essential to get the correct sign of the tip vortex,
so model (a) is not good. Sometimes the loading is dominated by the tip vortex, while sometimes the inboard wake structure is
also important (so model (c) above is best). Sometimes rollup of the inboard trailed wake changes the airloading, and
sometimes not. The dual-peak model has a modest influence on the calculated power, decreasing the induced power some.
3.2.3. Wing model and aerodynamic corrections. The calculated airloads in high speed show some influence of
second-order vs first-order lifting-line theory. Since the magnitude of yawed flow increases with advance ratio, it is expected
that second-order lifting-line theory will be needed. The power also shows an influence of the wing model, with first-order
lifting-line theory decreasing the induced power and increasing the profile power. The aerodynamic corrections for sweep will
reduce the profile power for a blade with a swept tip. The radial drag increases the profile power. At high thrust, the yawed ar-.l
swept flow corrections to angle-of-attack are also important.
3.2.4. Swept tips. Swept tips have proven beneficial to both the performance and structural loads of rotor blades,
and are found on several production helicopters. These benefits are produced by a combination of aerodynamic and dynamic
effects, in the unsteady and compressible aerodynamic environment of the rotor blades. Key features of an analysis applied to
swept-tip rotor blades include:
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a) Second-orderlifting-linetheory.Thelifting-line(boundvortex)isatthequarter-chord,followingtheswept span line, with
the induced velocity collocation point at the three-quarter-chord. Note that a first-order lifting-line theory (collocation point
at quarter-chord) can not consistently use a swept lifting-line (and to do so produces unreasonable effects).
b) The section Mach number used is that normal to the swept quarter-chord line. In addition, there are swept and yawed-flow
corrections for the angle-of-attack, which primarily affect the stall and drag of the blade section.
For a rotor blade with a highly swept tip (e.g. 27 deg at 95% R and larger outboard), good correlation is obtained with the
measured tip airloading at high speed. Particularly important are the use of second-order lifting-line theory, and the Mach
number normal to the swept quarter-chord. The Mach number correction on the swept tip can be enough to keep the effective
Mach number less than the critical value over most of the rotor disk.
3.2.5. Blade section moment. High speed airloads calculations show good correlation with measured section
moments at 92% R. It should be noted that in the absence of major effects of stall and compressibility on the loading, the
principal contributor to the section moment is the unsteady noncirculatory term. Correlation of the section moment
deteriorates outboard of 92% R however. The measured section moment varies significantly with radial station at the tip, but
the calculated moments show little variation. The calculated angle-of-attack varies along the tip span, but typically the
resulting static moment coefficient does not change much. Moreover the pitch rate does not change much radially at the tip, so
the unsteady term does not change either. What is missing in the calculation is the effect of the chordwise induced velocity
gradient on the section moment.
These results reflect the limitation of the aerodynamic model: the lifting-line theory is second-order for lift but only
first-order for moment, so the best accuracy for pitch moments is expected on the inboard part of the blade. The pitch moments
have an important influence on even the lift and performance of a rotor, since the blades generally have significant elastic
torsion motion in response to the aerodynamic moments. Hence second-order accuracy is needed for the pitch moments as well
as for the lift.
3.3. Wake Rollup Model.
An examination of the calculated spanwise distribution of bound circulation allows an assessment of the assumptions
behind the wake rollup model. At low speed, the influence of bvi is observed, and sometimes the effects of nonlinear twist. At
very low speed, the bvi can be so strong it produces negative lift over a narrow range of azimuth angle around 75 deg. At high
speed, the influence of reverse flow is observed, and often negative loading on the advancing tip.
In general, the calculated spanwise distribution of 1-is frequently found to be quite different than assumed in
developing the wake models. Often the peak in the loading is very far inboard rather than near the tip, especially on the
advancing side. Often there are rapid changes in the sign of I', both azimuthally and radially.
A general conclusion of airloads correlation investigations is that more must be known about the distorted wake
geometry, tip vortex formation, and wake rollup. Measurements are needed of the wake geometry and rollup, and the induced
velocity. Such measurements are difficult to make (see refs. 12-13), although there are promising new techniques such as the
wide-field shadowgraphs (ref. 14). Velocity measurements are difficult because point measurements take a long time to cover
the flow field, and traverses through the rotor wake are very sensitive to unsteadiness and to small changes in the geometry.
Moreover, the induced velocity that appears in the wing theories is not a quantity that can be measured. Specific measurements
needed include:
a) The self-induced distortion of the entire wake, and the structure and extent of the rollup of the tip vortices and inboard wake.
b) From velocity measurements, the strength of the tip vortices, the core size, and the peak velocities.
Ideally these measurements should be made simultaneously with airloads and performance measurements.
4. AERODYNAMIC AND WAKE MODELS FOR AEROELASTICITY
This section describes two-dimensional and rotary wing unsteady airloads theories, including dynamic inflow
models. The inner problem of lifting-line theory needs the noncirculatory airloads: the unsteady lift and moment, without
static terms or shed wake effects. For linear stability and response solutions, an ordinary-differential-equation form of the
wake model is needed (usually with simplifications).
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4.1.Two-DimensionalUnsteadyAirloads
4.1.1.Two-dimensional unsteady thin airfoil (Theodorsen theory). Unsteady motion of an airfoil produces a shed
wake because of the variation of the bound circulation with time. This wake vorticity produces an induced velocity at the
airfoil that tends to cancel the lift, i.e. the shed wake produces a feedback reducing the circulatory lift. In addition there are
noncirculatory lift and moment terms, independent of the wake effects, including rate (damping) and acceleration (virtual mass)
effects.
For purely harmonic motion at frequency a_ the two-dimensional lift is L = C I.,Q + LNC, where LQ is the quasistatic lift, from the
angle of attack at the three-quarter-chord; LNC is the noncirculatory lift; C(k) is the lift-deficiency function; and k = tab/U is the
reduced frequency. For the section moment, the theoretical aerodynamic center is at the quarter-chord; and there is a
noncirculatory pitch damping moment from the lift at the three-quarter-chord (hence zero for pitch about an axis at the three-
quarter-chord).
Care is required in translating the description of the motion in the two-dimensional airfoil theory to the parameters of
a rotor blade. Note that the aerodynamic theory is based on boundary conditions involving the velocity normal to the chord,
in Theodorsen's theory consisting of a uniform term plus a linear variation over the chord. The key to identifying the
corresponding quantities in the rotor analysis is to distinguish between angle-of-attack (velocity) and pitch rate (velocity
gradient). For example, translating from the Theodorsen definition of the motion (angle of attack a and heave h, with free
stream velocity U) to the motion of a rotor blade in hover gives:
Theodorsen helicopter hover pitch/flap
Ua + h = uT0- up = r (_0 - # )
where 0 and _ are the pitch and flap angles of an articulated rotor.
The effect of the shed wake on the loads is contained in the Theodorsen lift-deficiency function C(k). At zero
frequency, C = 1, while at high frequency C approaches 1/2, so the wake reduces the circulatory lift. There is also a moderate
phase lag. which can change aerodynamic springs into damping forces. The reduced frequency for a rotor blades is
approximately
k = a,,b/U = (hi)) (c/2) / (_r) = nc/2r = 0.05n
for harmonic motion at n/rev. Hence k is small for the lower harmonics (in particular the quasistatic assumption is reasonable
for l/rev loading), but significant for higher harmonics.
4.1.2. Noncirculatory loads. The rotary wing aerodynamic model requires from unsteady airfoil theory the
noncirculatory loads, since the shed wake effects are accounted for through the induced velocity not the lift-deficiency
function, and the static loads are obtained from airfoil tables. The noncirculatory terms are essential for the aerodynamic pitch
damping, and are sometimes needed for the lift and even the virtual mass terms. Excluding the static terms (from the angle-of-
attack at the quarter-chord) and the shed wake (i.e. setting the lift-deficiency function C = 1), the noncirculatory lift and
moment are:
38)Mus = -p2n_-_ UB + wQc +
where L is the lift and M the moment about the quarter-chord; c the chord and U the section velocity; wQc is the upwash velocity
seen by the blade at the quarter-chord (Ua + It); and B = dw/dx is the gradient of the downwash along the chord (a). These
equations include the effect of a time-varying free stream, but do not account for reverse flow.
4.1.3. Two-dimensional unsteady airfoil theory for rotors. For the rotary wing it is necessary to consider a time-
varying free stream, since the section velocity U has a periodic (1/rev) variation in forward flight. For the noncirculatory
terms it is only necessary to include the derivatives of U in the results. The effect of the time-varying free stream on the lift-
deficiency function is more complicated, since it produces stretching and compressing of the shed wake. An approximation for
low frequency variation of U is to simply use the Theodorsen function C(k), with the reduced frequency calculated from the local
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valueof U. In additiontherewillbeinterharmoniccoupling,betweentheharmonicsof thelift andtheharmonicsofthe
motion.
A two-dimensionalmodelcanbedevelopedasanapproximationf ra hovering rotor (Loewy's theory). The rotor
wake in hover consists of helical sheets below the rotor disk. With unsteady motion, there is shed vorticity in the spirals.
This returning shed wake can have a significant influence on the loading when the wake is close to the disk, i.e. at low thrust in
hover. The wake configuration near the blades can be approximated by planar sheets parallel to the disk plane. Hence a two-
dimensional model introduces the returning shed wake as vortex sheets arrayed below the airfoil.
The only effect of these returning wake sheets on Theodorsen's theory is to replace the lift-deficiency function with
Loewy's function: C'(k, to/f_, h/b), where h/b is the wake spacing and a_/_ gives the relative phase of the vorticity in
successive sheets (only the fractional part is important). For harmonic oscillation, _0/fa = integer, the vorticity in all the
sheets is exactly in phase, and capable of producing large effects on the loads. (For a multi-bladed rotor it is necessary to relate
the wake from the various blades, typically by using multiblade coordinates for the motion. The result is equivalent to a single
blade for harmonic oscillations or the collective modes.)
The behavior of C' at low k is of most interest for rotors. If 0J/ta is not an integer, the returning shed wake just
produces order k (small) corrections to the Theodorsen function. For harmonic oscillations, _ = integer, major changes to
the behavior of C' are obtained; specifically, for low reduced frequency
1 1
C' -_- =
1 + nb/h 1 + nor 4),.
where an estimate of the wake spacing from vertical convection of the wake by the mean induced velocity x gives h/b = 4a/a.
This is a good estimate for C" even up to k about 0.5, but note that it suggests that C' _ 1 at k = 0 (i.e. it is not a proper limit for
k = 0, and should only be used for small but nonzero k). Typically X = 0.05-0.07 gives h/b = 3-4, and so roughly C" = 0.5.
Hence a substantial reduction of the unsteady loads is possible, because all the vorticity is in phase. The case of harmonic
oscillation includes cyclic pitch control (1/rev), and flutter or vibration of a blade with a natural frequency at n/rev.
4.2. Rotor Unsteady Aerodynamic Models
The theories of Theodorsen and Loewy provide guidance for unsteady aerodynamic model of rotors, but are not
sufficient themselves for most applications. A result for harmonic motion is not appropriate, since a time domain model is
needed for most solution procedures (even for the periodic solution in trim). The actual geometry of the wake must be
considered, including perturbations of the geometry because of the unsteady motion. The unsteady trailed wake must be
considered, as well as the shed wake.
Early work on rotor unsteady aerodynamic models included unsteady vortex theory and perturbation momentum
theory. Developing rotor models is difficult because of the complex structure of the wake. Unsteady vortex theory uses the
actuator disk model, which provides major simplifications: continuous rather than discrete distribution of vorticity in the
wake, and constant coefficient models for dynamics. Perturbation momentum theory provides simple results (which can also
be derived from unsteady vortex theory).
4.3. Dynamic Inflow
Finite state models represent the current state-of-the-art for rotor unsteady aerodynamic theory (the wake effects).
Dynamic inflow relates parameters defining the induced velocity and aerodynamic loads on the rotor disk, by means of
ordinary-differential equations (ODE), usually from a simplified model of the rotor. An ODE representation of the wake effects
is ideal for use in stability calculations.
The lowest order dynamic inflow theory represents the wake-induced velocity perturbation by terms giving uniform
and linear variation over the disk:
6Z : Z_+ ;qrcos¢ + _rsin_'
_. = ()La & /].y)T
and represents the unsteady loading by the perturbation aerodynamic thrust and hub moments:
L = (6C T -6CMy S CMx) T
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Then;t is obtained from L by a first order differential equation:
_t + ;t = (aMaL) L
It is also necessary to consider the induced velocity perturbations produced by rotor inplane- and vertical-velocity changes.
This is a low order, global model of the rotor unsteady aerodynamics, representing low frequency effects. Note that a
differential equation implies a lift-deficiency function C that is a ratio of polynomials, which is never the correct form for a
finite-order model.
With no flap hinge offset a rotor can not sustain a hub moment, so the low frequency aerodynamic moments will be
small; hence the linear inflow terms are particularly important for hingeless rotors. The static derivative matrix (aa/aL) can be
obtained from differential momentum theory (which gives good results for hover), from unsteady actuator disk theory (which is
needed for good results in forward flight), or identified from experimental rotor response data, Typically the time lag is written
= r (ax/ot.), where _ is a constant and diagonal matrix. The terms in _ can be obtained from the apparent mass of an
impermeable disk subject to linear or angular motion; the resulting values are supported by experimental data.
Omitting the time lag produces a quasistatic model, the effects of which are given by a constant lift-deficiency
function C'. If the dominant aerodynamic forces are lift perturbations caused by angle-of-attack changes, then the aerodynamic
influence is described by a blade Lock number 7 (which contains the lift-curve-slope). In this case the effects of the quasistatic
dynamic inflow model are largely represented by an effective Lock number: r* = C'7. However, frequently the time lag is
needed to properly represent the effects of the unsteady aerodynamics.
Many investigations have examined the influence of dynamic inflow. It is found that unsteady aerodynamic are
important for most rotor aeroelastic problems. It is only the complexity of the models required that prevents unsteady
aerodynamics from always being included in rotor analyses.
5. AIRLOADS AND STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
This section presents the elements of rotor and airframe structural dynamics, and discusses coupled aerodynamic-
wake-motion solutions for the trim problem. Finally, comprehensive airload prediction programs are discussed, with an
assessment of the technology they incorporate.
5.1. Influence of Blade Structural Dynamics on Airloads
Rotor airloads calculation is an aeroelastic problem. Consider the aerodynamic environment of a rotor in forward
flight. The helicopter flies with the rotor nearly horizontal, with a small angle-of-attack of the disk to produce the needed
propulsive force from tilt of the rotor thrust vector. With an inplane component of the forward speed, the aerodynamic
environment in forward flight is no longer axisymmetric, as for hover. The velocity seen by the blades is higher on the
advancing side and lower on the retreating side. This basic 1/rev variation in the aerodynamic environment means that the
loading and resulting response of the blades will be periodic in forward flight.
If the rotor blades were operated at a constant angle-of-attack around the azimuth, the 1/rev variation of velocity
would produce a rolling moment. A rolling moment from the rotor means that the aircraft must fly with a roll angle (or crash),
and that there will be unacceptable 1/rev structural loads on the root of the blade. The design solution is to allow blade motion,
so the loads are countered by aerodynamic forces rather than by structural reactions at the root. So in forward flight the rotor
blade has at least a 1/rev out-of-plane (flap) motion. The convdntional design (the articulated rotor) has a flap hinge at the
root, hence no structural moment at all at the hinge. A hingeless rotor has enough flexibility at the root to allow similar
motion. The flap motion produces inplane loads, so lag motion must be allowed as well. Pitch motion is required to control
the blade, and there will be control system and blade torsion flexibility that allow elastic torsion motion.
These conclusions are elementary. The point is that the fundamental design approach for rotors implies a time-
varying (periodic) motion even in steady flight, and that large structural and inertial forces are associated with the rigid body
and elastic motion of the blades. Hence rotor airloads calculation is an aeroelastic problem.
An examination of the influence of structural dynamics on calculated airloads shows that in general the effects of
elastic blade motion are comparable to those of the various wake modeling features. Elastic torsion motion directly change;
the blade angle-of-attack, and so has a significant effect on the airloads. The section velocity changes produced by elastic and
higher harmonic flap/lag motion are less important. Elastic torsion motion can have a magnitude from 1 to 10 deg, with
mean, 1/rev, and higher harmonic terms. Note that the mean and 1/rev elastic motion of the blade pitch because of control
system flexibility will not change the airloads for a specified trim thrust and propulsive force (these motions show up in the
position of the controls needed to achieve the specified trim condition). The elastic torsion motion of a blade can be large
because of a large aerodynamic pitch moment, or low torsional stiffness of the blade; and in response to aerodynamic and
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inertialforcesonaswepttip;andsometimesbecauseof chordwiseoffsetof thebladecenter-of-gravityandaerodynamic-
center,orresonantcouplingwithbending.
5.2.ElementsofRotorandAirframeStructuralDynamics
5.2.1.Rotorbladesu'ucturaldynamics.Equilibriumof the inertial (including centrifugal and Coriolis for rotating
blades), structural, aerodynamic, and gravitational forces on a component produces partial-differential equations (PDE) for the
rotor blade. These PDE have as independent variables the three space coordinates and time, and as dependent variables the
deflected position of the component.
Rotor blades have a high aspect-ratio of the structural elements, which allows engineering beam theory to be used.
The equations are still PDE, but beam theory reduces the spatial dependency to a single dimension: the independent variables
are blade span and time, and the dependent variables are flap/lag bending, axial extension, and torsion of the beam. Nonlinear
structural and inertial effects are important for rotors, as well as body (gravity) and surface (aerodynamic) forces. Hence beam
theories for rotor blades have required considerable development.
As an example, consider the out-of-plane bending of a rotor blade. Let z(r) be the out-of-plane deflection. The PDE
for bending is:
(Elz")"- (f?mf_2pdpz')'+ mz = L
where El is the section stiffness, m is the section mass, and L is the aerodynamic section lift force. Appropriate boundary
conditions for a free tip and a hinged or cantilever root are required to complete the problem def'mition.
The next step in solving the structural dynamic equations is to discretize the spatial dependence, changing the PDE
into ordinary-differential equations (ODE) in time for generalized coordinates. Various methods are used to perform the spatial
discretization: modes, transfer matrices, finite differences, and finite elements. In the modal approach, the deflection is
expanded in the radial mode shapes; it is important to choose the modes so that a small number will describe the motion well.
In the example of out-of-plane bending, a good choice is the modes obtained from free vibration of the rotating blade
at frequency v. The modal equation produced has a series of solutions nk(r) with eigenvalues _, such that the modes are
orthogonal when weighted by the section mass m. The deflection is expanded as a series in the modes:
_o
z(r,t) = E 0k(r) qk(t)
k=l
with generalized coordinates o k. Substitute this expansion into the PDE for bending, use the modal equation, multiply by r7i and
integrate over the blade, and use orthogonality in order to obtain the ODE for ok:
Ik(qk + Vk2Ck) = _R 17kL dr
The section lift can be obtained from airfoil tables:
1 2
L _-- _pU cct(_M)
with the angle-of-attack and Mach number
o_ = 0 - tan'lup/UT
M = U/c s
Up = _RA+ z + z'u R
So even for the simple problem of out-of-plane bending and quasistatic aerodynamics, the aerodynamic forces couple the
modes, introduces nonlinearities, and produces time variation of the dynamic equation.
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In general,thestructuraldynamicterms are not diagonal even for simple cases. The problem consists of coupled
equations for generalized coordinates q representing the bending, torsion, and axial motion of the bl_le:
M(q,q,t) q + K(q,q,t) = F
These are quite complicated equations: nonlinear because of the structural and inertial forces (left-hand-side) and aerodynamic
forces (right-hand-side), and time-varying because of the forward flight aerodynamics and the rotating]nonrotating frame
interfaces.
5.2.2. Structural dynamic problems. For aeroelastic stability and response calculations (flutter), linearized equations
are required, in both the structural dynamic and aerodynamic terms.
Calculation of the rotor structural loads requires a solution for the nonlinear response, and demands much attention to
the aerodynamics. It is necessary to consider the structural, inertial, and aerodynamic forces on the rotor, and even on the
entire helicopter. Feedback of the hub motion (produced by the rotor hub loads) to the rotor can change the calculated hub
loads by 20% or more.
Vibration is the oscillatory response of the helicopter airframe to the rotor hub reactions. Periodic excitation of the
helicopter can also occur from the rotor wake acting on the airframe. Vibration calculation adds increased importance of the
airframe structural dynamics and rotor/airframe aerodynamic interference to what is required for the structural loads calculations.
The airframe response is periodic in steady flight, with components primarily at 1/rev and N/rev (where N is the number of
blades). The vibration is low in hover, and increases with speed or thrust to a high level, because of the effects of stall and
compressibility on the rotor. Vibration is also high in transition (low speed), and descending or decelerating flight, because
of wake effects on the blade loading (blade-vortex interaction).
5.3. Coupled Aerodynamic/Wake/Motion Solutions
5.3.1. Trim solution. Trim refers to a steady state, unaccelerated flight condition, for which the rotor and airframe
motion are periodic (ignoring any oscillatory interaction between a main rotor and a tail rotor). Usually the inverse problem
is to be solved: determine the control required for a specified flight condition. The trim solution requires calculating the
periodic airloading and rotor motion, and the steady trim variables. Then the performance, structural loads, noise, and other
results can be evaluated.
It is the converged solution that is required, not any intermediate transients, so a strictly physical approach is not
necessary. Often there are separate solutions for the periodic rotor motion and steady trim variables, since these two parts of
the problem have different kinds of equations (differential equations for the periodic motion, algebraic equations for the trim
variables). The equations are nonlinear, so an iterative solution procedure is needed in any case. Thus there is an inner loop in
which the periodic rotor motion and airframe vibration are calculated. The solution procedure can be in the frequency or time
domain. A frequency domain solution represents the motion by a Fourier series, but usually evaluates the aerodynamic loading
in the time domain (since it is nonlinear, and because of the large number of aerodynamic variables). A time domain solution
can be based on numerical integration to convergence, periodic shooting, or other methods. There is an outer loop in which
the trim variables (rotor controls, aircraft Euler angles, etc.) required to achieve the specified trim state (free flight or wind
tunnel) are evaluated. The solution method for this loop might be a modified Newton-Raphson, periodic shooting, or an
autopilot.
For efficiency and to improve convergence, it is important to move computationally intensive calculations outside
inner loops (if allowed by weak coupling). An important case is the calculation of the wake geometry and influence
coefficients for the nonuniform inflow model, which can be moved outside the trim iteration. By making this the outermost
loop, the influence coefficients are evaluated as few times as possible. The resulting efficiency is crucial to making the
nonuniform inflow calculation practical for routine use. This approach is possible because the coupling between the wake
geometry and the rest of the solution is relatively weak, as long as the rotor is trimmed to a specified thrust and tip-path-plane
angle-of-attack.
The trim solution procedure is thus partitioned and iterative. Figure 8 illustrates one way to make the partition. Each
of the boxes in figure 8 has a solution for the periodic, trim response of part of the problem. Note that the blade aerodynamics
are inside the rotor box, hence are the innermost loop of the solution procedure. The reasons for this particular partition of the
problem are summarized below.
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There are however many methods currently in use to solve the trim problem.
5.4. Comprehensive Airload Prediction Programs
Comprehensive analyses bring together the most advanced models of the geometry, structure, dynamics, and
aerodynamics available, subject to the constraints of economy and accuracy. The objective is to calculate blade motion and
airloading; performance and trim; blade loads, control loads, vibration, and noise; aeroelastic stability; and handling qualities
and response. The calculations are to be performed with a consistent, balanced, yet high level of technology in a single tool,
applicable to the entire aircraft, and a wide range of rotor and aircraft configurations. Often however the range of application is
restricted, perhaps to improve efficiency, more often for historical reasons. Often the highest level of technology is still
found only in restricted development tools.
In general, the term "comprehensive" implies a focus on coupling of components, interaction of disciplines, and
integration of technology. Helicopter problems are inherently complex and multidisciplinary, so helicopter analyses are
always being driven toward a consideration of "comprehensive" issues.
The following are typical technical limitations of comprehensive airload prediction programs, which also define the
technology boundaries for research.
a) Aerodynamics: Empiricism is required in order to cover all aspects of the aerodynamics, such as wake rollup, dynamic stall,
and rotor/airframe interaction. The models are usually based on lifting-line theory, and a discretized, inviscid wake.
b) Dynamics: A new rotor or helicopter configuration often requires a new development of the dynamic equations, because of a
lack of flexible modeling techniques. The models are usually based on beam theory (modal or f'mite-element); and small to
moderate (but nonlinear) deflections.
c) Solution: The solution procedures are characterized by heuristic development and a lack of robustness.
d) Software: The software is too frequently still characterized by lack of transportability and modularity, poor input and
output, or inadequate documentation. The implementations often have a lack of balance between the disciplines.
Subjects receiving particular attention now in research and development include coupling of components, integration of
technology, and the software.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This lecture has presented fundamental considerations regarding the theory and modeling of rotary wing airloads,
wakes, and aeroelasticity. The topics covered were: (a) airloads and wakes, including lifting-line theory, wake models and
nonuniform inflow, free wake geometry, and blade-vortex interaction; (b) aerodynamic and wake models for aeroelasticity,
including two-dimensional unsteady aerodynamics and dynamic inflow; and (c) airloads and structural dynamics, including
comprehensive airload prediction programs. Results of calculations and correlations were summarized.
The distinguishing characteristic of the rotary wing for the aerodynamicist is that it is essential to consider the rotor
wake and blade motion. The following are some aspects of rotary wing aerodynamics that deserve attention in future research.
a) Lifting-line theory at its best gives good results, but it has too many assumptions and approximations. Progressive
development of better theories is needed.
b) The wake theory is limited by the fact that the rollup is modeled rather than calculated. A first-principles calculation of the
structure and extent of wake formation is needed.
c) Blade-vortex interaction loads and free wake geometry calculations need further development.
d) There is a continuing need for detailed measurements of rotor airloads and wake properties.
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Figure 1. Calculated free wake geometry; 3 blades, CT/O= 0.065, ja = 0.14.
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APPENDIX
This appendix contains additional figures that accompany the lecture.
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............ x rigid rake, induced
............ o rigid rake. proflle
A hover, uniform Inflow
......... _ ......... ._ .-- /
X.. _
........ x.. //_
°
.i=._"- _ ""l" "_ ". I i I I
O. I0 0 15 0.20 0.25 0 30 0 35
advance ratio, v/(omega'gl
J
0 40
INFLUENCE OF NONUNIFORM INFLOW AND WAKE GEOMETRY
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
6.3.2
30001
Z50O
2000
ss0o
I000.
SO0.
O. I
O. O0 O+O5
CLJSi_ • . OB, P/q • 30; free rake geometry, 3 revs rake
fm rake+ total ............ 0 emifom inflow, total
free rake, Induced ............ x uetfom inflow, induced
free rake, profile ............ 0 uniform inflow, profile
parasite pover A hover, tmifom inflow
o .o.,..'"""
0. .-
J ...m
/ o.°"
_.. ....... ._ --_ , ,,'--_ ".... x .......... X
/
.Im'_+""l_"_ I I I I
O. 10 O. IS 0 20 0 Z5 0.30 0 35
a(tvance ratio, vt (omega'R)
040
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INFLUENCE OF NONUNIFORM INFLOW AND WAKE GEOMETRY
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
6.3.3
O. 036
O. 030
O. 02S
ii
• O. 020
E O. 015
cb
O. OtO
O. OOS
O. 000 I
O. O0 O, 05
CLIsipa • .Ol, D/q • 30; free rake 9e_met.ry, 3 _ rake
x nonunifore inflov, tree vie gemetry
............ + nonunllont lnflov, rigid wake geometry
A unitore inflov
6 hover, unifom inflow
I I I I I I
O, 10 O. 15 0 20 O. 25 O, 30 0 35
advance ratio, v/(ooeoa'lll
0 40
6.3.4
3,0
2.8
|.6
" Z,O
i.6
• 1.4
i. 3!
i
1.0:
INFLUENCE OF NONUNIFORM INFLOW AND WAKE GEOMETRY
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
CLIsi_a • .08, D/q • 30; free yaks geom_, 3 re_J rake
x nonunifore inflo., free rake geometry
...........i ""-'" /"
°.-
o..._° o
o.-
÷-
@,l I I I I I I I J
O, @O @.OS O. I0 O, 15 O. 20 O. 25 O. 30 O. :35 0 40
advance ratio, Vl (omega'l)
29
6.3.6
2000.
llO0.
1600.
1400.
1200
Jooo
t
800.
gO0.
4OO.
200.
O.
36
CONPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED LOW SPEED POWER
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
Gill • ,09|; free rake geol_l'y
main rotor profile pover
........ + par=mite power
+ maim rotor lndvced power
............ + tall rotor pover
.... . transli ssl o,/accessDry josses
"',,,._. _ (3 filg_t test. shaft peter
"_ _-2C L222 2222 "'-"- - - - -2.25- "" - -" ""a.:. 2:.-_':_
,I
40,
I I , , I I I I
5o. 60. 7o+ 8o. 90+ too
true al_ speed llmots)
I
II0
INFLUENCE OF CORE SIZE AND WING PIODEL
6.4 .i
4.0
3+I
o
_ 2rO
1.0
0.0
0 O0
lO(_i x'otor, CT/stcpa • 0 01, alPha-tpp • ! deo
3ct4 coil point, no Is correction, 2 revs ,ake geometry
0 emperllmmt
CalCUimtloR, oorl • , llOl • . Zgc
CalC'dlatlom, core • . 03511 • . §Oc
calculation, core • .050| • . 7lc
calculat.lon, cole • . 06511 • . Y3C
! .
O. 05
i .... I .... I .
O. I0 O. IS 0 ?0
advance ratio
• !
0 75
3O
INFLUENCE OF CORE SIZE AND WING MODEL
6.4.2
S,O
4.0
3,0
o
_ao
L.O
O0
0 O0
model rotor, CTIsi_lma • 0 08, alpha-tPp • I deO
cl4 coil pol_, no Is corroctiom, Z revs vie geometry
o
O
O _Lm_t
caic_latLoR, oore • .02011 • 29c
calculaticm, core • . 035| • 50c
calculaticm, core * , OSOII * Tic
caiclllation, COl_ • . O6SR • . 93C
.... I .... I • • • • I , • . i , o .... i
0 05 0 I0 0 IS 0 ?0 o ZS
advance ratio
INFLUENCE OF CORE SIZE AND WING MODEL
5.0
model rotor, CT/siOma • 0 08, alpha-tpp • I deg
c/4 coil point, vlth Is correction, 2 rev_ vSe Oeoletry
6.4.3
4.0
&
30
e
,a
_ |.O
1.0
@0
0 O0
0
0 emp_rlm_%
calcul_lem, oo1_ • OZI| = Zgc
calculation, COre • 03S| • . +Oc
calculation, core • O50R = . ;lc
calculation, core • 0651 • • .q]c
- _= m • i m i i i | , i | i a
@ OS 0 I0 0 15
advamce r_lo
0 ?0 o 75
31
6.5.1
6.5.2
O. ZS
0.10
O. lS
0, i0
0, OS
O. lS
0. t0
0, 00
O,
INFLUENCE OF CORE SIZE AND WING MODEL
3 blades, solidity = 0.064
CT/slgma - 0.065, mu - 0.14, [/R - 0.97
3cl4 collocation point, no lifti.g trurface correction
0. IS
flight tin, a,_
cRIc_lon, core • .015| • .tt_
C_LICUI,,-tloa, core • , 025t • .375c
...... calcuiaelon, cone • . 0_50 • . 525c
............ calculation, cone • .045R • .675C
k/
, . i , , | , , i * . I
90 tllo. zTo. _5o
azimuth Ideg!
INFLUENCE OF CORE SIZE AND WING MODEL
3 blades, solidity - 0.064
CT/sigma - 0.065, mu = 0.14, r/R - 0.97
c/4 oollocation point, no llttJJsg mzrface correction
flight test. weragod
caicatlltlon, core • .0151 • .Ilk
calculatio,, cone • 0251 • . 375c
O. lS calculatlm, cone • . 035t • . StSc
I ............ calculatlo,, core • .0,St • 675c
0.00 * * I , , I , , I , , !
0. 90, $00. 270, '160.
_Imut h I_1
32
0.1S
INFLUENCE OF CORE SIZE AND WING MODEL
3 blades, solidity - 0.064
CT/sigma - 0.065, mu - 0.14, r/R - 0.97
. fliokt int, wsragsd
calculatiom, core • .02sl • .3Ylc. c14 coil pt, no Is corr
...... calculatlon, core • .o15| • .|zsc, 3c/4 coll i)%, no Is corr
............ calc_l_tion, core • .015_ • .2Z§c. c/4 COll pt, vith I$ corr
6.5.3
O. |0
m
O, IS
"o
--4
,,-I
O. O!
0 O0
0
I
t
, I i * ! , , I
90 180 270
az temt h Idegl
_ %.//"
/
%1
i i I
360
O.O,
°c O.
m
"0,
6.5.7
0.4 i
J
°0.
ROTOR BLADE SECTION AIRLOADING
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
CTlsi_a- .Ol, In, .09
Ok
/\
• ,,4-_.".. .... _ .r---:_,
__.,,, / / :.',_-... \ ../.,--
-\,,:--...., / / .- ,.-._ f,.>,.,
,"Ii:... "i
\\t:. /..." _-:=: :;:: :k/'..i .... r,,• ,,3
"'7 ............ rtU- 1113
........ r/l • 71Z\/
\/
I I I I | I | I I I I I
30. 60. 90 120. 150. 180. 210. 240. 270 300. 330. 360
azimuth (deg)
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6.6.1
i l
I+7
!
1.2
at LI
1.0
INFLUENCE OF TIP VORTEX CORE SIZE AND WING MODEL
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
CI/I • 081; flee vae geometry
........ 0
core • OIS R, _h_d order lifting-line theory
core • . 0$0 R, Znd order lifting-line theory
core • .tO0 R, Znd order lifting-line theory
CORE • .050 R, lit order lifting-line theory
required to match flight test
• -LT_ "_ -- -........ "'"
.... -.--_-_. _ _,: __- -.-
-.. ("
.2 -°. ..............
/
0
O.g I I I i I l I
30 40. 50 60 70 BO 90 lO0
true air speed [knots)
i
llO.
1.6
6.6.2
INFLUENCE OF WING MODEL
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
CIJIIOIa • . OO, D/q • 30; free rake geometry, 3 rlm,s wake
i.§
1.4
1
l,
- ;
1.1 ..-+"
oo.."
oO.-"
1.@ I
O+OS 0 10
0 2nd order lifting line theory, core • •OiS n
0 gtraioht lifting-line
............ + . and c/4 collocation point
........ x . and core • .oso R
/ °-''" /"
.-'° t"
.o.° _."
...°'" ,_ S°
I I I
0 iS 0 20 0 25
advance ratio, v/(tonga'R)
34
O. Oil
O. 016
O. 01¢
u O. OtI
m
O. OiO
O, OOl
+_ O. 006
O. 004
O. OOZ
INFLUENCE OF TIP VORTEX CORE SIZE AND WING MODEL
6.6.3
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
CV/I • . 109; flee wake geometry
"'"".. .. o *
_._ +.._I --_t
COPe • OIS I, _d order lifting-line theory
........ cope • . 050 l, 2.d order lifting-llne theory
core • tO0 I, 2rid order lifting-line theory
............ core • 05o E, ist order lifting-line theory
0.000 I I I I I I I I
30. 40. SO+ 60 70. 80, 90. tO0 II0
true air speed (Imotsl
INFLUENCE OF INBOARD BLADE-VORTEX INTERACTION
4 blades, solidity - 0.062
CT/sigma - 0.087, mu - 0.18, r/R - 0.95
c/4 coil point, vlth Is correction+ free wake geometry
O. 30
O flight test
calcul_tion, core radius for lmboaPd t_loms • Io
............ calculation, core radius for inboard stations • Ol
0
0.25 +", 0 .-..
• ,, .,' ' .,.
", . °' :: 0"'
", 0 , o • .... o " ' °"" : ""
+10_,,,'°o"j.. -i:"".. +.."" +?+++
°l° I
O. I15
O, O0 I
O. 30. _0 _0 i _II0. f ._J 0. JllOm _JO. _ illlO . _70 300 _'_O 3_0
at l_mJth Idegl
6.7.4
35
INFLUENCE OF INBOARD BLADE-VORTEX INTERACTION
4 blades, solidity - 0.062
CT/sigma - 0.087, mu - 0.18, r/R = 0.75
6.7.5
0 30
O, 2S
" O+ 20
m
O. lS
I 0.10
@. OS
O, O0
0
cld coil point, with Is correction, free vie geometry
y
o J
O. O .'
"O"O : ", .: .. ,.
fli_t test
calc_Imtion, core radius for tnboard statlo_s • . Io
............ calcul_tion, core radi-s for inboard stations • 01
l l I I i I i ! i i I I
30 60 90 120 150. 180. 210 240 270 300 330. 360
ar Lmut h (degl
CALCULATED FREE WAKE GEOMETRY
4 blades, solidity - 0.092; CT/sigma - 0.08, mu - 0.09
0.2
6.9.2
O.i
i
t:
0.0
4a
-0. !
i
-|. i
-I. 3
I /...- .,
- ,,.. k;,m-._._.-/. / .: /
,,,.,...,.,,,,. ,,, o,, " _._...' ..,
........ blade arllmth • ilO del
blade azimuth • Ill deg
blade azimuth • 210 deg
............ blade azimuth • 225 deg
........ blade azimuth • 240 deg
-0.4 1 I I I
O. 90. 180, 270. 360
wake age Idegt
36
O.l
O.t
*0. t
_ -0.2
-e, 3
*0.1
0
6.9.3
CALCULATED FREE WAKE GEOMETRY
4 blades, solidity - 0.092; CT/sigma - 0.08, mu = 0.09
I I I I
lO. 110, 270 360.
rake age Ideol
O. 3S
@. 30
O. lS
i
0. i0
" O. il
!
i o. io
I, I1!
O. O0
O.
7.1.1
INFLUENCE OF NONUNIFORR INFLOW
4 blades, solidity - 0.062
CT/sigma = 0.091, mu - 0.29, t/R = 0.95
c/i collocatio_ point, vith lifting lu_face correction
-. O flight telt
"-, -........... calculation _mlfom inflow . ,,,,.,,,, .."
", calcutatlon nonunlfom Inflme
°
0 0 ". ""'"'" .... "'''"i 0
0 0
'o • 0 i'i 0
'. ' 0
0" .'
I I i I I I I I I I i I
30. 50 90 IZO. l_O. 180. ilO 240 270 300 330 350
azimuth Idegl
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INFLUENCE OF NONUNIFORM INFLOW
4 blades, solidity = 0.082 (swept tip}
CT/sigma - 0.075, 160 knots, X/g - 24, r/R = 0.95
7.1.4
O. 20
............ _Iform inf lou
nonuniform inflou with rigid wake geometry
O. 20
O. IS
• I0
m
O. OS
O+O0
-0. O§
-0. !0 f
-0. IS
-0.20
-0.2S
O.
,+
+,
+
I I I "'1 I I I I I I I I
30 60+ 90 l?O. ISO t!0, llO. llO 970 300 ]30 3&O
azimuth (dogl
0 30
7.2.1
O. ZS
O, 20
%.
O. iS
!
|
O. tO
O. el
O. O0
-O. IS
-0 I0
0
INFLUENCE OF DUAL-PEAK WAKE MODEL
4 blades, solidity - 0.107 (tapered tip)
Ilun 222, im• . 36, CT/sigm • .070, alpha-shaft • -6.7, r/ll • . 95
dlal-peak bound circmlltio_ wle dl
ilngle-peak model, oittlmird bound circulation
............ single-peak nodel, maxlmm bound cirCUlation
'"',.,\\ .,/
i I I i I i i i I i I m
30 60 tO. 120. ISO. 180. 210 liO 170 300 330. 3F,O
azimuth (deg!
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INFLUENCE OF DUAL-PEAK WAKE RODEL
4 blades, solidity - 0.062
7.2.5
O'2S f
O. 20
O. IS
in
O. 10
..4
" O, OS
_ o.oo
-0. IS
-0, !0
O.
Im• . 39. CT/It_Ia • 0Sg. all#la-I_aft • 0. rll • 9S
dul*pmk bo_md ¢irculatim wake model
single*puk model+ outboard _md cLrculaticm
............ single-peak model, maxlmm bound clrcul_tion
F_
""" ", o/"+
\\j,/Y
I I I I I I I I I I L I
30 60 90 120 IS0 180. 210 240 770 300 330 3l_0
at immt h Idegl
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED SECTION LIFT
4 blades, solidity - 0.091 (swept tip)
CT/sigma - 0.08, mu = 0.38, t/R - 0.92
7.2.6
O+2S
O. 20
O. IS
5
L
"- e. le
e. O!
Z
O. 05
-I. IS
-O. 10
0
calculated, r/! • .92
measured, r/t • .92
I I I I I I I I i I I I
30 60. 90. 120 ISO. 180. 21o 240 270 300 3311 360
at tmuth Idegl
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7.2.7
DUAL-PEAK WAKE MODEL
4 blades, solidity - .I07; mu - 0.30, CT/slgma - 0.07
Dadone, et al. (1989)
A
z IIII I I_..B.ON,CSoTo Io
,o "... c,,,.,,_ow,'m i'"
8 --_- S_NGLE ---- -"
0 e
Z "_
a 4 r_
,,( ,._,
0 2
-J
=: o i
< -2
TP VORTEX
IF-_
"-5
t
A
z 6
= I I
_D 4--
.._J TEST
%
2_. ' ".,(9 b'_L. .,_\;
z Oi\m ./".i '"
<: -2
0
.,j -4' ' '
,z -6
< o 40
II
CAMRAD WrTH
OOUBUE --
TiP VORTEX . I:'-. "'"
I
II I I
00} , I
r:,o. il I,
I ,
SINGLE HARMONICS 3 TO 10
/VORTEX
""_ I I
c./ '.. _.s ....
80 120 160
AZIMUTH ANGLE, xt/(DEG)
_.: -_..,/"T_" ,,
,+.
C<)U_WJE
VORTEX
I I
200 240 280 320 360
7.2.8
0. IS
O. 20
0. 15
I
O. 10
-+ 0+ OS
O. 00
-0 II
-0. I0
O.
DUAL-PEAK WAKE MODEL: INFLUENCE OF INBOARD ROLLUP
4 blades, solidity - 0.062
m] • . 39. CT/llgla • . 039, alpha-shaft • O, rill • .gS, (hlal-peak model
tip voPtex core • . 030l. inboard trailed lake not rolled up
tip vortex core • . 0301, inboard trailed yaks rolled up
............ tip vortex core • 025l, inboard trailed wake not rolled Up
I I I I I I I I I I I I
30. 60. 90. 120 150. 180. 210 Z40 Z70 300 330. 360
az beuth (deg)
4O
7.3.2
3,0
2,8
2.6
2.2
_ 1.8
1.4
i.3
i O
0 20
INFLUENCE OF DUAL-PEAK WAKE MODEL
4 blades, solidity - 0,092 (swept tip), twist - -9
CL/sigu • . OI, Diq • 30; rigid yaks geometry, 3 revs wake
o dual-puk Wind circulatim rake model
x single-peok ix}st, outboard bound circulation
............ + single-_ modeL, laximum M_lnd cLtcut;tion
I I I I
0.2s 0 )0 o35 0 40
Mvance ratio, v/Iomga'|l
INFLUENCE Or WING MODEL
4 blades, solidity - 0.107 (tapered tip)
O.10
e. ISO.10
O.O!
1.14
-O. O!
-0.10
O.
7.4.1
tim 222, lU • . 31, CT/lifu • . 070, alpha-shaft • -6.7, dual-pe_ wake model
r/t • , IS, 3c/4 COllOCation point
r/I • .ll, 3c/l collocaion point
............ r/| • .80, 3c/4 colloc_im point
r/| • .9S, c/4 cmllocaion point
r/| • 88, c/4 coll_ion point
............ r/| • .80, c/4 colloc;_ion point
. ,,.,,/
. // .
I I l I I I l I l I I i
30. 60. W. 120. ISO. 180 210 240 270 300 230 350
_Luth fdeg)
41
7.4.5
3.0
2,0
26
2.4
"_- 2.2
_"zo
_ 1.0
"_ 1.6
Id
1.4
i.2
tO
020
INFLUENCE OF WING MODEL
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
CLIsigna • 00, D/q • 30; rigid wake geometry, 3 revs rake
............ 4-
0 2nd order lifting line theory
0 straight lifting-line
and c/4 collocation point
D
°°.°.°--
.....°
4-....
I i I
0 25 O 30 O 35
advance ratio, v/(meega'R)
I
0 40
7.4.10
0024
0,022
0.020
m O. Oil
0, Oig
m
• 0.014
'_ o.o12
_ 0.010
_ O. g00
_ O. OOQ
0.004
O. eOZ
0.000
0.20
INFLUENCE OF WING AERODYNAMIC CORRECTIONS
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
CL/sigma • . 08, D/q • 30; rigid wake gem_try, 3 rmrs wake
O radial dr;g, yited time and m corrections
........ x no radial drag
............ o vlthout yawed flme corr_tlows
+
+ vithout meeep corrections ./
//
_ -" t.
_ .-° t"
g *'° .I_*
I I I
O. Z5 0 30 O. 35
advance ratio, Vl {omega'R)
040
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7.6.3
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED SECTION LIFT
4 blades, solidity - 0.091 (swept tip)
CT/sigma - 0.08, mu - 0.38, r/R - 0.95
O+ZS
O. 20
0.1§
O. tO
0.05
O. O@
-0, OS
caleulat:ed, r/l • . 95
measured, F/R i .95
f_
X '/
-0. tO I I I I I I I I I I I I
0 30, 60. 90. 120, 150 i80. 2i0. 240. 270 300 330 3&O
_ Lmuth Ideg}
INFLUENCE OF WING MODEL AND AERODYNAMIC CORRECTIONS
4 blades, solidity = 0.091 (swept tip)
CT/sigma - 0.08, mu - 0.38, r/R - 0.95
7.6.5
elastic blade
0+35
0.30
O._S
O. XO
O. lS
0.10
0.05
0.00
"0.05
-0. !0
O.
II, 3c/4 coil It)i, sweep aePo corr [bamellne)
no ill, cO i_Fo corF
straJ_t II
............ straight 11, c14 coil lit
f -_ %'%. -- ....... straight 11. C/4 coil pt, no ,m_p aero corr ,f
/
t /
I I I I I I I I I I I I
30. 60. 90. 120. 150. 180. ilO. 240. 270. 300 330. 360
Itisuth 14e111
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7.7.1
O. 020
@, 015
O, 010
O. 005
I O. NO
-0. cos
-0. 010
o0.01S
o
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED SECTION MOMENT
4 blades, solidity - 0.091 (swept tlp)
CT/sigma - 0.08, mu - 0.38, r/R - 0.92
calculated, r/I • . gZ
measured, r/ll • .gZ
l I I I I I I I i I I J
30. 60. 90 120 150 lilO+ 210 240 270 300 33O 360
at Lamth Idegl
COMPARISON OP CALCULATED AND MEASURED SECTZON MOMENT
4 blades, solidity - 0.091 (swept tip)
CT/sigms - 0.08, mu - 0.]8, r/R - 0.95
O. 020
O. OlS
O. 010
. O, OOS
i O, 000
-0. OOS
-O. 010
*0.015
0
7.7.2
calcullted, rill • . 95
neasured+ r/ll • +95
I I I I I I I I I I I I
30 50. 90. 120_ 150. 180. ZlO. 240. 270. 300 330 360
zzJwut h (deg)
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7.8.1
O. 020
O. 016
i O. OIZ
_ e. OOl
e. 004
0000
0,2
ROTOR BLADE SPAHWISE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
3 blades, solidity - 0.064, twist - -9.3 (0 for r>.9l)
Ine • • 14, CTnltg_ • . OOS, calculated a_loads
plll, IS. 0 ............ pll,7S. 0
pli,30+ 0 .... psi-g0.0
pui,45.0 psi-tO5 0
psi.60 0 psi.lZO 0
\
I I I I I I I I
0 3 0,4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 S c q ! 0
radial station+ r/!
7.8.6
O. 030
O. 025
O. OZO
E
O. Ol§
e. ele
_o o.0os
..-I
(I. O00
,_ -0. OOS
J
*0. OtO
-O. OtS
-0. 020
O.
ROTOR BLADE SPANWISE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
CTIslgna, .08, Im • .09
-- ---- Nl.3o. o _ 7-
.......... M!.!!. _o _ +/
........ pule60.0
psl,T5+ 0
Imul-90, 0
............ psL, IOS. 0
........ psieiZO. 0
I I I I I I I I
0.3 0.4 @.S 0.6 07 O.l 0,9 1.0
radial station, r/I
45
O, 030
O. OZS
_ O+020
i O. OISO, OlO
0. OOS
O. 000
i -0. OOS
S
-O. OiO
-0.016
*0,020
O Z
7.8.8
ROTOR BLADE SPANWISE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
CTtstgea • 08, ml • ,09
pIIelSI. 0
pllelTO. 0
............ plie2lS. O
........ pile300.0
pile3 IS. 0
pll|-330 0
............ pale34§. O
........ pile360+ 0
i I
0.3 0.4
I | | I I I
0 5 0 6 0.7 @.l 0.9 I 0
l'adlal station, l'/l
O+ 020
O. 015
o. oes
O. Oil
-0. OOS
O,
7.8.11
ROTOR BLADE SPAN'WISE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
4 blades, solidity - 0.082 (swept tip), nonlinear twist
V • 60 Imot|. CTIsigu • 0.075, X/q • 24
pIIJ34S. O plli-30. O
pui,360. O ........ psi,l§ 0
............ pslmlS. 0 ........ psl-50 0
I I I I I I I I I
O I 0,2 0 3 0 4 O.S 0.5 0.7 0 8 0 9 I 0
46
0.020
O, Or§!
m
O. OIO
o.oos
|
Jg
O. 00e
*0. OOS
0
7.8.12
ROTOR BLADE SPANWISE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
4 blades, solidity - 0.082 (swept tip), nonlinear twist
V • 60 DOTS, CTlslgu • O.O?S, XIQ • _4
plI-TS.O psi, tZO. O
pll-+O+O ........ pssl,13S. O
............ psl,lOS. O ........ pml-I50 0
i _-_ ---,_'_...+-"-..<,, .. '.
I I I I I I I I I I
0. I O.Z 0.3 0 4 0.5 0 6 O 7 0 8 n 9 I 0
radial statim, rll
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i O. 010
O. OOS
0.000
ROTOR BLADE SPANWISE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
4 blades, solidity - 0.062, twist - -8
7.8.16
am • . 39, CTIsigma • . 060, alpha*shaft • -S, calcsllated airloa4s
pliulS. O ............ pli,7§.O
pli,30. O psi,9@.O
psie45.0 _JsiO5 0
pSI-60.0 psi,I?O 0
m
....
-0. OOS I I I I I I I I !
O.l 0 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 @ 7 0 8 0 9 t 0
radial s-t_ion, rill
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7.8.19
ROTOR BLADE SPANWISE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
4 blades, solidity - 0.092 (swept tip), twist - -9
CT/slglIa • 08. 111 • • 37
plllmi3S. 0
I)111,150.0
............ psLei6S. 0
........ pli-llO. 0
psieigs. 0
psieZtO 0
............ pslm22S 0
........ psl,240.0
i I
0.3 0.4
I I I I I
OS 06 0 7 O| 0.9
radial _tatlcm+ r/_
l
l@
O. 032
0. 024
i O. 014
_ O. 008
i O. Me
-0. 008
0
7.8.21
ROTOR BLADE SPANWISE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
4 blades, solidity u 0.107 (tapered tip)
twist - -11.7 (-17.3 fo[ r > .86 R)
Im• +31, CT/ligma • . 070, alpha-shaft • -6.7, calculated airloads
_llelS. O ............ pSi-7S 0
pst-30. O psi-90. O
pits45 0 pSl, lO5 0
pile60.@ _lel?O 0
I I I I I I P
0.41 0.5 0.6 0,7 0.8 0 q ! 0
radial st,_lon, r/R
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-0. 005
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-0.0iS
ROTOR BLADE SPAN_ISE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
4 blades, solidity = 0.082 (swept tip), nonlinear twist
V • |H llllOtl. C'T/IIgI,_ • 0.0?S. Xlq • 241
IPll,3+IS+ 0 pll-3O 0
N1-360.0 ........ MI-IS. 0
............ mi, lS 0 ........ psi-+0 0
7.8.24
-0 020 I I I I I I I I I !
0 0 0+! 0 2 11 3 0 4 0 S 0.5 6 7 0 9 0 9 I 0
radial statio., FIR
O. OZS [
O. OZO [
O+ 01+ [
+ ,0,0[
i O. OOS
t
*0. OlO [
O.O
7.8.25
ROTOR BLADE SPANWISE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
4 blades, solidity - 0.082 (swept tip), nonlinear twist
V • 160 knots, CTtsl_a • O.O?S, X/q • 24
paiL,?6.0 pall, I200
psi-90+0 ........ psI-135+0
psi-106.0 ........ psist50.0
I I I I I I I I I I
0. I 0. Z 0 3 04 O5 0.5 0 ? O 8 0 9 I 0
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INFLUENCE OF BLADE ELASTIC MOTION ON AIRLOADS
4 blades, solidity - 0.107 (tapered tip)
m
l-
u
.a
9.3.1
e. 30
0._S
0.20
0. IS
0 10
0.0S
0.00
oe. 0§
-0, 10
9.
Irma 222, ii • 36, CTIslOiB • . 0?0, alpha-shaft • -6.7, dual-peak wake model
r/i • .95, slmtic blade
rib • . 81, elamtic blade
............ r/It • . 10. slmltic blade
FIR • 95, Ollly I/Per fla llotion
III • .II, only llrev II_P J_%ion
............ FII • . go, only lll-ew flap motion
_-.-,
% "::. x//F
I I I I I I I I I I I ]
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9.3.2
BLADE ELASTIC TORSION ROTION
4 blades, solidity - 0.107 (tapered tip)
calculated blade motion, dual-Nak wake model
tun 2Z_, am • 36
............ _ 2_, am• 46
, .'" "'.-" "...../"
,' ". ,,
/ "'...'"
,
/
I I I I I I I I I I I J
30 60. 90. 120. 150. 100 2i0. 240 270. 300 330 _50
azLuuth (degl
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INFLUENCE OF BLADE ELASTIC MOTION ON AIRLOADS
2 blades, solidity - 0.065
m • .31. CT/II_U • .014. alpha-tpp • -6.6, r/I • .9
• / , ,'"" . ., "
.@. !0 I
-0. IS
0
9.3.7
calculated, no bending motlcm
calculated, only I/rev teeter motion
I i i i I I I i I ! i I
30. 5@. 90. i20 ISO. 100 ZIO. 240 270 300 330 3fi0
az IJeUt h Ide)
BLADE ELASTIC TORSION MOTION
2 blades, solidity - 0.065
- 3/rev; airfoil tables not available
O.
I" calcllated. NLII-JT a£rfoit
I calculated, 10-64C aLrfolI
-1. J- ............ calculated, IIC-SC2 airfoil
"'L --\\ //f-l.
_ oS.
"*. \\
.,.
-..o...-
-|0. I i ,, I I I | I I I I I I
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